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Although the use of computers in education has received widespread attention, 

few the0ret.d or practical resources specificdy address their use in socid 

studies. The challenge for social studies teachers is not only to respond to recent 

initiatives to integrate technology in the classroom, but to consider the broader 

implications of technological change in society. Changing political, cuIturaI and 

economic conditions raise important questions about the ways in which social 

studies prepares students for a meanin- role in society. To some extent, these 

questions have been addressed by Joe Kincheloe, whose postmodemist 

conceptuaIization of education provides the framework for this inquiry and a 

context in which to examine the use of hypertext for Ieaming complex 

knowIedge. This study draws on the theoreticd work of George Landow and the 

practical research of Rand Spuo as a basis for recommending the use of hypertext 

environments for Iearning in social studies. 
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Bush wished to replace the essentially linearjixed metho& that had produced the 

triumph of capitalism with what are essentially poetic machines - machines that 

work according to analogy and association, machines thar capture the mrmchic 

brilliance of humcm imogr*natroon Bush, we perceive, assumed that science and 

poetry work in essentially the same way. 

George Landow 

Hypertext: The Convergence of Contemporary Ciitical Theory and Technology 



Chapter One 

Faced with an ever-increasing emphasis on the integration of computer 

technologies in education, social studies teachers have been challenged to reconsider their 

role in the classroom. They have been counseled to stand fast against the tide of 

technocracy that threatens the human dimensions of social intercourse and encouraged to 

recognize within the technology a resource capable of fostering a democratic citizenry- 

This is only one of many forces that has chdenged educators and society in 

general in the past decade. It is a different world, and in an attempt to find out how it is 

being Lived, a questionnaire was sent to social studies teachers in ApriI of 1997. The 

questions focused on issues such as the effects of diploma and achievement testing, 

gender and cultuml concerns, and the gods and purposes of social studies (Smits and 

Booi 1997, p. 1). 

Included in the theme of Teaching Practice, item 7 queried: "Social studies 

learning should become more computer-based" Respondents were asked to choose a 

number on a scale which would best indicate the degree to which they were in agreement 

with the statement 495% of aII respondents disagreed 24.7% were undecided. While 

the question and data are certainly open to interpretation, I believe the authors of the 

p r e h b r y  report Teacher IloLvement: Review of the Social Srudies Cm*cuIum, are 

justifTed in concIuding that %ere is considerabIe ambiguity and ambivalence regarding 

the introduction and use of computer-based technologies in socia1 studies" (SmIts and 

Booi, 1997, p. 2). The redts of the survey are not surprising. Computers may be coming 

into the classroom but their specific role m social studies has as yet to be determined, and 

few teachers are IikeIy to accept a word-processing fiplction for a resource costing 

thousands of doIIars. The authors of the report conclude with the recommendation that 

the purpose and uses oftechnoIogy in the social studies be considered as a possibIe topic 

for fUtare in-- 

In an increasingly technological world there can be little doubt that such research 

would be usefnl but it is not a stmightforward task. Social studies is intimately tied to 



far-reaching issues of social purpose. Social studies teachers are Iess concerned with 

finding interesting and appropriate uses for a new technology in the classroom, than they 

are with issues about the nature oftechnology and its role in society. They are Humanists7 

charged with nothing less than the responsibility ofcontniuting to the deveIopment of 

future citizens, 

It is in this context that I have investigated the purpose and uses of computer 

technology in social studies. Mindfid of the purposes of social studies, I have attempted 

to account for the challenges posed by social, political and economic forces, the innuence 

of postmodem thought, and new theories of learning. Central to this research is the use of 

computer technology and specifically its hyper-linking capabilities. There are 

surprisingly strong links between what may at fkt  appear to be a broad and diverse range 

of important but umeIated issues. [n fact I believe that they represent a remarkable 

convergence in which computer technology can play a central role. My position is that 

the computer7 as a h y p e r t e d  medium, is well suited to support the gods and objectives 

of social studies education, 

The form this inquiry takes is predicated on the understanding that the acceptance 

of computers m social studies must necessarily address the concerns of teachers and the 

challenges that face social studies education at this time. It is therefore Iess concerned 

with quantitative resuIts than factors that affect how social studies is 'lived'. Although 

the research draws from a broad range of sources and may well have a wide range of 

applicability it is specifically intended to address the use of computers by senior high 

school social studies teachers in Alberta, 

In part, this inquiry draws on the work of Elliott Eisner- Eisner believes that 

perception is Gamework or theory dependent and that knowIedge is a constructed form of 

experience. His work is concerned with how in* develop an enhanced capacity to 

perceive the c p U e s  that comprise the educationaf experience and how they can deveIop 

the skills to render those perceptions in representationaI forms that portmy, intapre& and 

appraise edudonaI phenomena. Eher  believes that what the profeSSionaI educator 

perceives or experiences are the sensory features of a phenomenon but that they are 



undentood as part of a larger w e w o r k  that comes fiom intimate f d a r i t y  with the 

situation being examined. 

In The Enlightened Eye Eisner (1991) argues that a qualitative approach to 

inquiry is well suited to studies in education. "Qualitative considerations are sufficiently 

gene& to encompass not ody teaching and other forms ofhuman activity, but also 

objects such as buildings and books" @. 5). This approach emphasizes both educational 

connoisseurship and educationai criticism. Connoisseurship recognizes the knowledge of 

place, time, and purpose as instrumental to the art of criticism which enabIes others to see 

those qualities revealed by the in-. 

Esner (1991) has identified a number of features of qualitative studies that I have 

found usefbl: 

As afield study, this in* examines the &acts of sociaI studies education: the 

tests, guidelines, objectives, surveys, examiner's reports, and textbooks that have been 

and continue to be part of the process. This is essentially a form of structural d y s i s  

" based on the assumption that tmderIying structms exist to be exposed and 

analyzed" (Cherryhohes, 1991, p. 43). 

As an interpretive in* it attempts to account for the present state of social studies 

education and to h e  this account in meanin@ terms. These terms however are 

not value fke. Much of contemporary educational practice, incIuding social studies 

education is premised on desired strucnrraI outcomes and principles (Cherryhohes, 

1991, p. 45). I confess that I am interested in promoting social structuraI changes and 

producing forms of communication that wilI heIp to Limit the systematic distortion of 

communication m the smrice of domination and oppression - even in the cIassroorn. 

Furthermore, l M y  e m b e  ir'beraI democratic vaIues and principIes and am 

purposefbUy seeking mIes for computer technoIogy within them. 

The inqyhy attempts to focus ~ n p ~ c u l i z r s  -the distinctive chmctmtstics oftime 

and place - in this case, senior high shook in Alberta in a time @od extending 

back to about 1990, 



Finally, the study relies upon coherence, insight, and imtrumentul ibilty as criteria 

by which it may be judged "Qualitative studies typicdy empIoy multiple forms of 

evidence, and they persuade by reason" (Eisner, 1991, p. 39). This study draws h m  

a wide range of positions and perspectives. It recognizes the influence of 

postmodemism on proposaIs for curriculum change in social studies. It accepts that 

any role for computers in social studies education must meet the skepticism of 

technology that is characteristic of postmodern thought. It undertakes a practical 

assessment of computer technology as a 'lived' component of social studies 

education. And, it seeks coherence of theory and practice to support its conclusions. 

My experience as a teacher has been with high school students who in the course 

of their studies develop and refine the critical thinking skills of analysis, synthesis, and 

evaluation; skills which are then employed in seeking understanding of relevant issues in 

the V f c e  of responsible citizenship. My experience is aIso with professional 

coUeagues, some of whom embrace new strategies and others who do not. This is one 

part of the tiamework that has iduenced my perception and my work Computer 

technoIogy aad its attendant promises and problems is another. Together they provide the 

focus for this inquiry - at times as broad as the postmodern world, at others as narrow as 

the binary digit itself. 



Chapter Two 

Social studies represents the attempt to make sense of the human dimensions of 

the world in which we find omeIves. In AIberta it is considered to be "a school subject 

that assists students to ac@e basic knowledge, skills and positive attitudes needed to be 

responsible citizens and contributing members of society" (Program of Studies, 1993, p. 

I). Social studies draws its content from a number of disciplines including history, 

geography, economics, political studies, other social sciences, the behaviod sciences, 

and the humanities, 

The Sultimate goal' of social studies is responsible citizenship. This god 

recognizes the need for citizens to understand their role, rights and responsibilities in 

society and the world; to participate constructively in the democratic process by making 

rational decisions; and to respect the digmCty and worth of selfand others. The statement 

is quaMed; 'responsible' has a far Merent connotation than does 'active', for exampIe7 

and the calf for 'rational' decision making can't escape a connotation of controlled and 

desired behaviour. It might even be argued that such quaMers unduly influence possible 

understandings of the human dimensions of the world in which we find ourseLves. This 

probabiIity simply underscores the fact that social studies education serves a social 

fimction, What is of importance here is not the 'rightness' or 'wrongness' of such design, 

but rather what it reveals about the society that construed it. 

Basic to its god of responsible citizenship is the development of critical 

thinlting skills (Program of Studies, 1993, p. 3). These skills are developed by using 

inqldry strategies that "help one answer questions, soIve probIems and make decisions 

using process, cornmecation and participation skiIIs" as well as by "providing students 

with many experiences using strategies such as probIern solving and decision making. 

The intent is to provide many opportunities within a topidgrade to use probIem solving 

and/or decision making so that the students Iearn the strategies and then are abIe to 

trmdier the skiIIs to their own lives" (Program of Studies, 1993, p. 4). These strategies 



are presented as modeIs, each of which employs a step-by-step methodology with which 

to arrive at an answer to a question, a solution to a problem or the resolution of an issue. 

In the Program of Studies, these genera1 learning goals are finther organized into 

specific Ieamer objectives. In this section ' g e n e ~ t i o n s  and key understandings' are 

considered the most important lolowledge objectives. Related facts and content are 

specified with the expectation that they be used to develop an understanding of the 

generaIizations, key understandings and concepts. 

For alI grades and for grade I2 in particular, there is a large quantity of content to 

be covered The senior student is expected to understand the concepts, related facts and 

content related to developing generabitions and key understandings about: 

ideologies -the beliefs and ideas about human nature and poIiticd and economic 

system 

the theoretical basis of political and economic systems including democracy, 

dictatorshipy capitalism, socialism, coaunu~u*sm 

political and economic systems as they are practiced in Canada, the United States, the 

former Soviet Union, Sweden, and Nazi Germany 

international codtontation and cooperation as a focus for relations among nation 

states 

global interactions in the inter-war period and WorId War I1 - the history of the 

Western worId fiom Versailles to I945 

the rise and interaction of the Superpowers (I945 - 1991) -a history of the Cold War 

contemporary gIobal interactions -a study of factors affecting global relations among 

nation states - a study which includes the growth o f m d t h t i o d  corporations, 

GATT, W, h e  trade, the European Communityy Helsinki, Amnesty I n t e d o d ,  

the disintegration of the USSR, the Gulf War, YugosIavia 

current affairs - as a context for expIoring themes and genedkations p m c d x d  m 

the social studies curricuIum @gram of Studies? 1993, pp. 41-58). 



I have taught students this program of studies for over twenty years. It has provided a 

natural context for exploring themes that are relevant and important to students and the 

society they live in. Consequently a good many have enjoyed the program and I have 

enjoyed teaching it. 

My sadsfation with the program is not an anomaly. In their review of the socia1 

studies c ~ c u l u m ,  Hans Smits and Larry Booi (1997) considered the experiences and 

concerns of social studies teachers in Alberta. They note that while teachers identified 

specific concerns within the program their comments 'Znust be considered in the context 

of generally positive views.. .regarding the social studies curriculum and their teaching 

experiences" (p. 13). 

It is important to note that in their evaluation of social studies in Alberta, the authors 

of the study were particularly infIuenced by Ted Aoki (1991) whose own work stresses 

the importance of ensuring that the form of evaluation be appropriate to the phenomenon 

to be evaluated. Aoki questions ''the tendency of educators to reduce educational 

evaluation to the paradigm of scientific researchw @. 98) and suggests alternative 

methods which may be better suited to reveahg '?he world of lived experiences" @. 99). 

Consequently the survey was concerned with how the curricuium is "lived" - "that is, 

attending to how teachers understand and practice the socid studies cmricuium"(Smits 

and Booi, 1997, p. 13). W e  Smits and Booi found Aoki's ideas usem for the purposes 

of understanding how the cunriculum is Eve& 1 believe their work in turn estabIishes the 

context within which computer technoIogy must find its purpose. 

Their finding of a generaI level of sa t id ion  contrasts with the American experience 

of social studies. While part of a different c d d  context, Joe Kincheloe's (1 989) claim 

that "Social studies education is not heaIthy" @. I) m Gening Beyond the Facts: 

Teaching Social Studies in the Late Twentf'etk Centrqy, is woah considering. While 

Kincheloe's assessment of the state of social studies education may not accurateIy reff ect 

the AIbeaa experience, his observations and those of other c d c d m  specialists and 

commentators on the postmodem, provide a sound basis npon wkch to discuss specific 

concerns and potential problems in social studies education. The link between 



postmodem thought and social studies in Alberta is forged in the context of the 'four 

broad meas of concern' which Smits and Booi use to classify data from the survey 

describing how teachers understand and practice the social studies curriculum. 

I. Chanaina dobd and cultural realities 

Recognizing the significant cultural, economic, and social changes that have occurred 

in the recent past, many teachers addressed '7he need for curriculum content and 

instructional approaches which could more adequately help students understand the 

nature of the world zs it has emerged in the lifetimes of students" (Smits and Booi, 1997, 

p. 15). Teachers identified male bias, Eurocentrism, multi-ethnic perspectives, race, 

gender and socioeconomic status as factors that shouId be addressed in a revised 

curziculum. Their comments led the authors to conclude that T h e  social studies 

curriculum has perhaps not kept up with the realities of a changing, what some c d  

postmodern, world" (Smits and Booi, 1997, p. 15). 

While it mi*ght be argued that a simple updating of the c~~rriculum is ai l  that is 

required here (after all it has been ten years since the last revision), the authors d u d e  to 

something deeper - a diIemma which has arisen becaw, "We are living in a new world, 

a world that does not know how to define itseff by what it is, but only by what it has 

ceased to be" (Smi t s  and Booi, 1997, p. 15). This postmodem view of our historical 

circumstance calIs for more than a revision ofthe 'related facts and content' component 

of the program of studies. If students are to experience a sense of the possibility oftheir 

own creative involvement in the d c d a r  task ofcreating meaning they must, as Smith 

argues, be fke of the conventionaI formdIation of c t u r i d n  in which concepts, f e  

aud figures must be mastered m order for them to make their way in the world as it is 

already estabIished- "Such a fonndation ... prevents the kind of creative insight which is 

necessary to tmveil the fixed strictures of modernity. ... Post-modem pedagogy gives 



students hope by showing the way of participation in the task of creating the ~ ' '  

(Smith, p* 6). 

This discussion underlies the idea that social studies is concerned not only with the 

accumulation of knowledge but with both the accumuIation and the appbcation of 

knowIedge - and fiuther it is not a knowledge of a static system but a knowIedge which 

allows for individuaI action. As Joe Kincheloe (1989) puts it, "social studies howledge 

is thus connected to the Lived world in such a way that students understand its meaning in 

their own lives" @, 13). 

2. The chanainn realities of students and ciassrooms 

As would be expected in a time of reduced educational spending, teachers expressed 

concern with attendant issues of class size and the integration of students with diverse 

needs and abiIities. The changing cttIturaI and educational context gave them reason to 

"question the possible narrowing of curricdum in ways that do not speak to issues of 

student ability, background, cuituraI and other forms of diversity, and what engages 

students rneauhgfUy in learning" (Smits and Booi, 1997, p. 17). Teachers called for 

greater flexibility in the program so that "kids...feeI that there is a reason for learning 

what they do in the classroomn (Smits and Booi, 1997,17). Their concern, once again, 

seems to speak to a postmodern pedagogy that gives voice to the individual, the unique, 

and the particular, 

h the survey, many teachers emphasized that they sometimes felt constrained by 

dipIoma/achevement tests in creating a program which wodd be more responsive to 

students' needs (Smits and Booi, 1997, p. 16). These tests are part ofa province-wide 

system of student evaIuation and are -stered in each of grades 3,6,9 and 12. At the 

grade 12 IeveI, dipIoma exams have a signXcant impact on student grades and become a 

primary focus of administrators, teachers and observers of the educational system in 

Albeaa In this system &a good student becomes one who possesses a Iatge quantity of 



competencies and skills which serve the technical interests of society. An educated 

person becomes one who has collected technical skills and atomistic bits of knowledge 

which can be measured on a competency test" (Kinchdoe, 1989, p. 23). In this way 

knowledge becomes instrumental and important only for the immediate purpose of 

scoring wen on find exams. "Rather than being presented as an intercomected set of 

ever-powefi, ever-evolving ideas, knowledge assumes the characteristic of a 

commodity - cheap merchandise that holds value only as long as it can be used on a test" 

(Kincheloe, 1 989, p. 24). The focus on facts detracts h m  studies of other c u h d  

phenomena that might be more meaningful but are less easiIy reduced to the multiple 

choice format common to standardized tests. 

The diploma exam dso includes a written response section which is much more in 

keeping with social studies' concern with inquiry into complex and significant issues. 

Inquiry is one of the more interesting and challenging components of the social studies 

program* Criticd thinking skills are developed within the rich context of meaningful 

issues - often drawing on current events, national and international affairs and historical 

precedents. In grade 12 such inquiry usually culminates in a written response in which 

the student takes and defends a position on an isme. Student responses are then graded - 
using a rubric identical to the one used by the EvaIuation Bmch of Alberta Education. 

This in itself would not be of concern were it not for the influence of diploma exams. 

What begins as a meaningful inquiry can easily become a reheatsal for 'the reai thing' - a 

systematic process keyed to mastering the components of the scoring rubric: Ten marks 

for defending a position using sound argument, ten more for providing thorough and 

accurate evidence. 

The reIati0nsh.i~ between the social studies cdcdum, the interests of the student 

and what constitutes a good society are discouraged by formulaic approaches. But with SO 

much at stake - a passing gmde, possibIy graduation - the fomda comes to dominate die 

hutmtional modeI. UnforttmateIy "ifhtmction involves simpIy providing X o d o n  

that is intended to improve standardized test scores . .. the thinlting that resdts h m  the 

intent of such -on will hold W e  meaning for the student or the teacher" 



(Kincheloe, 1993, p. 40). It is an exasperating situation that has constrained the 

curriculum, affording few opportunities to sigdlcantly depart h m  prescnied content 

This system of external evduation is j d e d  on modemist grounds. It holds that 

knowledge is based on weU-established, codified principles of learning and is acquired by 

following well-planned courses and passing predefined tests; knowledge is considered to 

be relatively certain and stable. The system provides the expertise - the teachers who are 

recognized as Iegitimate sources of knowledge. It is this characteristic of the traditional 

cunicdum that limits the flexibility that teachers de*, the modernist context that 

constrains their ability to engage some students in meaningfd Ieaming. 

3. Curriculum goaIs, direction, and control 

la this section the authors emphasize that there is "overwhelming support for a model 

of social studies that incorporates some sense of active citizenship, decision-making, and 

critid thinking about important issues" (Smits and Booi, 1997, p. 17). However, many 

teachers encounter problems in striving to achieve these gods. While their concems 

centered around the experience of simply not having enough time to 'get through' all the 

wrricuIum, the authors questioned whether their comments 'k f lect  objectively the 

hxhtions that teachers have over controI of their work Livesy7 (Smits and Booi, 1997, p. 

18). They point out that some teachers find that the curriculum does alIow for the 

incIusion of current events and active Ieaming. Either way, such concerns or concIusions 

reflect an on-going debate about depth versus breadth of content coverage. 

In the study many respondents 'bentioned the deskability of m a i n e g  room for 

teacher decisions about curricdum content and instructional strategies. At the same time, 

however, considerabIe numbers ofteachers at aII grade IeveIs lamented the limiting 

effects ofthe stmss on and dipIoma testing results m terms of deckion- 

making related to mcIuding materi& dated to more Idy-based concerns, and 

responding to students' interests and needs" (Smits and Booi 1997, p. 19). The authors 



include specific responses that express concern over the amount of content to be covered 

and the M e  time there is to do it. 

A review of the literature by Parker (1991) reveals two predominant positions on the 

matter. One holds that thinking skills are best developed by immersing students in 

limited content Steeping oneself in the facts, concepts, history, and methods necessary 

to comprehend and reflect well on public policy issues (or whatever the subject matter) 

will bring one cIoser to a thorough understanding of the issue. "Most helpll for the 

cultivation of thoughtfbhess is ... the struggle to understand issues and problems in all 

their complicated dimensions. Such understanding does not come easily, of course, but it 

is made all but impossible when too many topics are covered" @. 353). 

The other position is taken by educators who are less concerned with content 

matter than they are with the ac@sition of thinking skills. T h e  rationales for the 

approach generally address what are corn-dered to be the extraordinary information- 

processing demands in a postindustrial society. Because the particular information 

needed cannot be predicted, the emphasis shifts fiom the content per se to the abiIity to 

gather and work with content, whatever it may be7' (Parker, 1991, p. 353). 

4. Instnrctiod means and resources 

The authors found it paradoxical that while there was support for the social studies 

program, there was aIso concern about the instructionaI means, timey and material 

resources required to achieve these gods. Teachers wrote of the d8iculties of covering 

the content, of teaching for citizenship, integrating cunwt  events, and finding adequate 

resources. Considerable concern was expressed over attempts to use cooperative learning 

and other hstmct iod strategies in the classroom. 

The authors condude that this gap between theory and practice must be tmdentood m 

the context of the changing demands on the c=caIum because of educatiod, social, 

and cdturaI changes m the wider society- They concIude that any revision of the social 



studies program must attend to the importance of htruction as welI as cm-imZ~ (Smits 

& Booi, 1997, p. 20). 

Formalized instructional practice must be considered in the context in which it takes 

place and while today's society is vastly different than that of the mduSfnuSfnd era, schools 

are not It should come as linle surprise that the learning strategies and instructional 

techniques that might best lend themselves to a postmodem pedagogy would be diflicdt 

to implement in the modernist classroom. 

Smits and Booi's report on the SociaI Studies Council survey, Teacher Imolvement: 

Review of the Socia1 Shrdes Curriculum, provides a basis for understanding the issues 

facing social studies teachers in Albeaa. It is not a document that calls for significant 

change, but rather one that recognizes that significant change is affecting how social 

studies is being lived. What seems necessary is not so much a change of c e c d u m ,  but 

perhaps a change in how it is being delivered. My first concern is with the impact 

technoIogy is having on instruction. 



Chapter Three 

Commentary on the state of education suggests that our cunent system of schooling 

better reflects the industrial age than the information age. A report published in 1995 by 

the National Academy of Sciences, Reinventing Schoo[s: Tire Technology is Now, c d s  

for a new, postindustrial form of education - one that puts students in a more central , 

active role in their own Ieaming- The report identifies critical thinking, teamwork, 

compromise, and communication as especially important elements of the new school, and 

argues that connecting these progressive ideas with computers is the way to make them 

work, 

It is after all a new society, a world of computers and information technologies. 

Children h o w  this. They have grown up with the Mario brothers, compact disks, CD- 

ROMS, digitized graphics, computer-generated specid effects, and the World Wide Web. 

But for the most p a  they have experienced this world outside of our schoo1s. Now the 

suggestion is that by moving computers into the classroom, instruction will change - 
whoIe-cIass btmction will move to small group and individualized instruction. 

Lecturing will be replaced with coaching. The promises have been intoxicating. 

With computers, we are toId that students wiU Iink with climbers preparing their 

ascent of Mount Everest. They will model the impact of gIobaI warming. They wilI 

interact with students experiencing the trauma of war or natural disaster. They will 

confer with representatives fiom across the corntry on significant national issues. They 

are exciting possibilities - and exampIes of what's being done by a few innovative 

teachers. But it's not aII headline news. In some cIassrooms the computers are rarely 

turned on. In others they are as Inspiring as photocopied worksheets or the overhead 

projector. For aU the hype, M e  proof exists to support the claim that the use of 

computers improves student 1-gg A d ,  aIthough they form the dominant architecture 

of the society around us -this done does not give 0s reason to argue for their use in 

social studies ed&ttion. And yet there has been unrelenting hype often touting the latest 



innovation as the quick tbr that schools have been waiting for. Douglas Noble (1996) has 

kept track of some of some of the more notable attempts to sell technology to educators. 

In 1983 teachers were told to use computers to teach students to program in BASIC, 

because 'it's the Ianguage that comes with your computer.' 

In 1984 they were told to teach students to program in LOGO in order to 'teach 

students to think, not just to program.' 

In 1986 they were told to teach with integrated ddI-and-practice systems in computer 

labs to 'individualize instruction and increase test scores,' 

In 1988 they were told to teach word processing because children should 'use 

computer tools as adults do.' 

In 1990 they were told to teach with cmumcuIum-specific tools, such as science 

simulations, history databases, and data probes, to 'integrate the computers into the 

existing c&cdum.' 

In 1992 they were told to teach hypertext multimedia programming because 'students 

learn best by creating products for an audience.' 

In 1994 they were told to teach with Internet teIecommunications to 'let students be 

pm of the red world' 

In light of this history of rapid-fire changes in the prevailing wisdom of 

educational technoIogy experts, Noble concludes that "still, after 30 years, the 

implementation of computer-based technology in schoois is highly experimental, despite 

the billions spent annually. More important, they reff ect powerfd, unrelenting pressure 

from corporate marketers and their government ideologues to get computers into the 

schools, one way or another" (Noble, Douglas, 1996, p. 5). In Alberta, the government 

has decreed that computer technology will be integrated in aII major cumida by the year 

2000. The program is desmid in i ~ o r m t i o n  and Cummzinication Technology.- An 

Interim Rugram of Studies- 



"In a society that is moving from an industrial economy to an Information one, 

our students need to have technological skills for their fimne success" (Information and 

Communication Technology, 1998, p. 1). Finnly committed to this technological view of 

the fbture? the interim program of studies sets out to establish a framework for the 

integration of technology in schools in Mbem The program, I n f m t i o n  und 

Communication Technology, takes a broad perspective of technology, identifying it as the 

'tools, techniques and processes' that enhance and alter human activity. For the purpose 

of integrating computer technology into the classroom, the 'tools' are specifically defined 

as a "group of devices and systems that are used in processing, tranderring and storing 

information and in communicating through eIectronic media." And with a similar 

concern for establishing an educational context for technoIogy, 'techniques and 

processes' are identified as being most importantly about thinking: commrmicathg, 

inquiring, decision making and problem solving. These are the skills that provide us with 

"techniques and processes to think differently7 to solve and resolve problems by using 

strategies that are 'out of the box,' to design new products or ideas, and to make 

informed, defensible decisions" (Information and Communication Technology, 1998, p. 

11, 
The background information in the interim program of studies begins with an 

instrumental view of technology that is based on the perception that technologies are 

mereIy tools that human beings use m order to achieve the purposes we assign to them. 

The document notes that technoIogies have always been and are everywhere part of the 

human story to extend the capacities of given individds or cuItures, for good or ill. It 

cites as exampIes the deveIopment of He-saving medical procedures we empIoy as wen 

as the nucIear arms we hope not to. Here the btrumentaIist approach, in which ends are 

identified and the appropriate means to reach them are sought, is cIearly in evidence. In 

this view, the blackboard, the overhead projector, ~e textbook the video machine are alI 



tools linked to a specific classroom need - the efficient dk&i%ution of information - and 

the choice is made to use them to that end. The computer is simpIy the latest innovation. 

Later in the document, however, technological processes are equated with 

thinking processes that incIude gathering and identifying information, ciassifying and 

organizing, summarizing and synthesizing, analyzing and evaluatingF speculating and 

predicting. In this sense technology takes on the characteristics of what John Dewey 

attributed to reflective thinking or inquiry - that it "inventories what is there; and it 

invents, projects and brings to bear on a particular situation what does not theretofore 

exist as a part of it" (Hickman, 1990, pp. 47-48). Hickman notes that what Dewey 

"thought significant about inquiry, and what he thought discloses its technoIogicaI 

character, is that evev rejective experience is imtrumental tofiather production of 

nearn'ngs, that is. it is technological" @p. 40-41). 

Technologies, then, in this case even simple ones, ifthey are encountered in the 

proper way, can catalyze seElmderstanding unto doreseen depths - even as they 

simdtaneously conceal fiom view signiscant aspects of one's envkoning world. 

. .. Lf one grants that education, as opposed to training, indoctrination and the 

like, has much more to do with reveding worlds of involvement than it does with 

closing them off, one may generate an imperative for educators to orient 

themselves toward technology such that the latter are &owed to reved worIds in 

as open-ended a manner as possible. ('Iacker, 1995, p. 5) 

Seen in this light, computers can potentidy serve as a catalyst to a wider range of 

investigations and discoveries. The technology extends our capacity to engage in 

rneanhgfbl in-, a centraf component of sociaI studies methodoIogy. The question is 

whether they could serve this @don in cIessrooms as they are presently configured and 

even more perpiexhg, to what extent this even invoIves a choice. 



Technoloaid Systems 

'Tools and machines have their own momentum: they have consequences that 

were never intended" (Hickman, 1990, p. 1 1). Hickman ilIustrates this idea with the 

example of the mechanical time-telling clock and notes that its original purpose was to 

forecast the movements of celestial bodies. Its current use as a measure of time by which 

we have regulated our Lives was an unintended by-product @. 41). This suggests that 

while we may allow ourselves a sense of control over the use of technology in certain 

circumstances, we must also recognize it as a force seemingly driven by its own 

imperatives. "There is an important sense in which we endow it with a certain agency and 

act as if it does thing in the world, things that we must react to in various ways" (Blacker, 

1994, p. 1). While Dewey saw this as part of the dynamics of inquiry, others view it as a 

law of technological development - a law that significantly Limits human hedom. 

This perspective called "technological determinism" holds that it is technology 

itself that is responsible for determining many of the spheres of human activity- In The 

Technological System-, Jacques E M  (1 980) explains that b'techaoIogy, as a mediator and 

as the new environment, makes every reality other than itselfabshact, remote, and devoid 

of content" @. 75). How, he wonders, can we heIp but attrrcbute this Wormation to the 

determining factor of technology? The computer, for example, has led us fiom the 

civilintion of experience to the civilhation of knowledge, It has become the relay 

between the collective memory (a mass of i n f o d o n  once available only in print form) 

and its utiIization by man. What changes is that whereas previously man devoted his time 

to solving probIems and posing problems he could solve, the computer now dows him to 

pass to a stage of reflecting on problems and posing them in a much more complex 

manner @. 73). It is, however, a process of abstraction in a mediated en.vironrnent in 

which technology has pIayed the determining role. 

It is worth following E1InI's thinking as he contemplates the fidme in me 

TechnologicaI Bli& He rdects on the widely heId belief '?hat the society of2000 wilI 

be an entirely c o m p ~  society, a communication society, a high-tech society" @. 



385). EUul argues that such a picture is not presented as a fictional portrayal of the M e  

but rather one that is clear and inevocable. "It is our destiny. When the forecasters 

portray society as it is then going to be, they make it plain, though without using 

metaphysical or literary terms, that it cannot be different An in:esisti%Ie fate is taking us 

to that point. ... Our future is clear and imvocably fixed." EIIul recognizes that such a 

destiny might be open to debate, but that the possfiility is extremely limited considering 

&hat the source of such prophecy is official government text. The forecast is not "...a 

mere hypothesis or probability. No, tomorrow's society is like this. The main task of 

government, then, is on the one hand to prepare young people to enter this society and on 

the other hand to bring this society into being" @. 3 86). 

The source of EUul's concern is the Prospective de 2005. Sept Exporatrbonr de 

I'avenir, a report which a forecasting group drew up for the government of France. The 

report bears a striking resemblance to the prescnid interim program of studies for 

schools in Albem Atthough I began this chapter with a reference to it, the reference is 

worth repeating: "In a society that is moving firom an industrid economy to an 

Information one, our students need to have technoIogicaI skills for their futtrre success" 

wormation and Commrmication Technology, 1998, p. I). Ominously, the report 

continues, r h i s  interim curriculum document will form the basis for the provincial 

program of studies to be released in June 2000. ...By September2000, aU schools must 

adopt this provincial program of studies" (Information and Communication Technology, 

1998, p. 3). That we are preparing students for a technological £ h r e  is incontestable. 

That the technology itself is shaping this fimne is confirmed by the authors who note that 

The prominent role of techoIogy in our Iives is also changing the curriculum - that is, 

what students learn" (Information and Commm*cation Technology, 1998, p. 2). It is 

technoiogy that is the driving force behind a changing d d u m  - dictating what 

students should Ieam and it is technoIogicai proficiency that has become "an essential 

aspect of preparing students for the worId ofwork, post-secondary studies, lifelong 

1-g and &ken&$ in a compIex world'' (Information and Communication 

Technology, 1998, p. 2). 



While the society we anticipate wilI be highIy technoIogicaI, the interim program 

of studies states that "As always, young people need to acquire specific knowIedge, skills 

and attitudes in order to become self-reliant, responsible, caring and contn'buting 

members of society (emphasis added)". And as would be expected given the fact that it 

will be a technological society, they "must be prepared to understand, use and apply 

technologies in effective, efficient and ethical ways* (Information and Communication 

Technology, 1998, p. 2). But surely this is not "As uhqp. " The authors have projected a 

set of attri'butes considered important for citizens living in this society into another which 

might well be significantly different. If it is found wanting, can a choice be made for a 

different m e ?  

[n the technological future the computer is envisioned as a tool for use in every 

discipline. To this end the interim program of studies lists nearly 20 'general outcomes' 

ranging fiom "understanding the role of technology as it applies to self, work and 

society" to the use of "organizational processes and tooh to manage inquiry," as well as 

an even greater number of 'specific outcomes' which are to guide the Ieaming activities 

for students in each division fiom kindergarten to grade 12. In this educational 

Mework the computer is not supplemental but central to the educational experience of 

students. The technical culture becomes increasingly important whether we Wre it or not, 

and schools must give fhture citizens the cdture ofthe fimtre" (EIIui, 1990, p. 390). The 

danget in such a prescribed fuhne Iikes in 'getting it wrong'. What happens, Ellul asks, 

if students find themseIves in a different society h m  that which is predicted? @. 39 I) 

Modernism and the Postmodern Critiaue 

Our vision of a technologicd worId is M y  rooted in the use of computers. 

When we think of such devices we tend to view them as advancements in a Iong Iine of 

technological ionovations stemming from the written word and the invention of the 



printing press. It was the printing press that dowed for the mass production ofwhat had 

hitherto been a laborious and time-consuming task - the copying of manuscripts 

representing the accumulated knowledge ofthe western world Aided by portabIe, printed 

books (and later newspapers), new ideas found their way into circulation and contriiuted 

to the dissent that upset the traditional dationships that had sustained medieval Europe. 

The new technique affected more than the spread of ideas, the very process of 

printing had long-reaching ramifications. Printing involved the m e c ~ t i o n  of a 

complex handicraft. By creating an analytic sequence of step-by-step processes that can 

easily be repeated, the printing press embodied the mechanical principle that has 

transformed the world, By producing the first uniformly repeatable commodity, 

typographic technology helped define the Modem era with its sense of order, purpose, 

and measurability. 

Borgmann thinks of Modernism as the conjunction of Bacon's, Descartes's, and 

Locke's projects: as the fusion of the domination of nature with the primacy of method 

and the sovereignty of the individual (Borgma~, 1992, p. 25). Armed against a world of 

superstition and ignorance, these 1 7 ~  Century thinkers were instrumental in laying a 

foundation that dowed science to change the world. Rationality was emphasized and the 

scientific method was adopted as the primary means of investigation. Truth would yieId 

to method, because ?he world is rational (logocentric) and ... d n a d  phenomena can 

be painted within the W e  of this monoIithic ratiodhy whether we are studying 

gunpowder, engines, dreams, or learning" (Kincheloe, 1993, p. 3). 

This characteristic of the Modern era is best reflected in the workings of assembly 

line production, scientific management and standardization - the Iegacies of Henry Ford 

and Frederick WmIow TayIor. TayIor first envisioned the rational, scientific approach to 

economic management based on standardization and the separation of p I a ~ i n g  fkom 

execution, with efficiency as its primary god early m the 2 0 ~  century- Since then, 

TayIorism or Scientific Management has influenced alI areas of human endeavour, 

SchwIs of management have become a major part ofthe e d ~ C ~ n a I  Imdscape - sending 



their graduates to fill positions believed to require managerial expertise. This has not 

entirely been a blessing. 

In SC~OO~S,  the modemist impulse toward efficiency and productivity has 

influenced the daily lives of educators and students. Teachers teach subject matter that 

has been broken into an ordered sequence of separate tasks and 'factoids.' Trained to 

follow a pretest, drill work, posttest imtcuctiod model, teachers efficiently follow a 

scientific pedagogy that has insidiously embedded itself as part of their 'cultural logic' - a 

logic which serves to tame their pedagogical haghation. No thought is necessary, it's 

just common sense to assume that if one wants to teach somebody something, you simply 

break the information into separate pieces, go over the pieces until the learner has 

mastered them, then test him or her to make sure the pieces have been learned 

(Kincheloe 1993, p. 8). Of course this is a process that is not just common sense, nor can 

it be accomplished without thought. It has been designed with an objective in mind - to 

help the Iearner acquire knowledge of a set of entities, relationships, and atbniutes. 'The 

goaI of instruction . . . is to communicate or W e r  knowledge to learners in the most 

efficient, effective manner possible. ... One key to efficiency and effectiveness is 

simplification and regularization; that is, throught is atomistic in that it can be completeIy 

broken down into simple building blocks which form the basis for instruction. Thus, the 

W e r  of knowledge is most efficient ifthe excess baggage of irrelevant content and 

context can be eliminated'' (Bednar, Cunningham+ DufQ and Perry, 1992, p. 21). This 

factory model of education gives ckar evidence of the far-reaching influence of a hyper- 

rationalism. Here the mechanics of action were beIieved andogous to the mechanics of 

mind, 

There is general agreement that over the course of the Enlightenment modem 

rational thought was instrumental in bringing an end to the tyranny of the old order. 

However, today it exercises a kind of tyranny of its own. in Voltm?ee's Batptmh, John 

Ralston Sad (1992) argues that the West's obsession with reason placed it out of balance 

with other human qydities that mcIude common sense* creativity, ethics, intuition, and 

memory. Consecpently, instinstead of ImowIedge coming together into a great whole, 



knowiedge has become the domain of the expert, specialized and compartmentalized 

Today, we are dominated by elites who have spent the last two centuries organizing 

society around answers and around structures designed to produce answers. These 

structures have fed upon expertise and expertise upon complexity. Within such structures 

knowledge is power and reason has become a disinterested administrative method. 

Yet there is a growing belief that the modem period has run its course and that we 

stand poised on the threshold of a postmodern world. In Crossing the Poshrodern 

Divide, Albert Borgmann (1992) persuasively argues that "an epoch approaches its end 

when its fundamental conviction begins to weaken and no longer inspires enthusiasm 

among its advocates" @. 48). He believes the Modem epoch is at just this point and that 

"Postmodemism ... a wide and colorfbi movement" marks the emerging divide between 

two epochs (p. 48). 

This wide and colorfd movement encompasses a wide range of ideas that reved 

the poverty of modemism as arising fiom its assumption of a fixed and knowable reality. 

A reality that is so completely and correctly structured that it is only Iefi to man to strive 

for a "complete and correct understanding" of its workings. But the theories that descrii 

the worId also distance us from the world we experience. In contrast, postmodemism 

argues for %e mterp~etive basis of human understanding rather than a stable decIarative 

basis, so that while modemism gives 111 value to the d a c e  of things, post-modem 

practices constantly destabilize the d a c e  to show a fUer range of possible meanings" 

(Smith, 4). 

Is there a place for the computer in this postmodem world? There are a number of 

barriers. The computer is the consummate instrument of rationality, a machine that faces 

us squarely with the c o n ~ c t i o n  between its rational processes and the sometime 

irrational behavior of its user. It is the icon ofthe metananatve of progress, the crowning 

achievement of instrumental logic, As Elld (1980) declares, We computer gIaringIy 

exposes a n m g  irrational in a human decision, showing that a choice considered 

reasonab1e is actuaILy emoti0na.t. ... The pmbIem is now the conflict between that 

absoIute rationality and what has hitherto constituted his person" (p. 74). W e  



individuals can cope with such contradictions, systems can't Thus the "overbearing 

logic of instnrmentality" provides the mmagerial solution to a human problem - and man 

is replaced by machine. 

Technology and Totalitarianism 

In his discussion of Lyotard's ideas, Mark Poster (1997) cautions us that any 

effort to relate technologies with the concept of the postmodem must confront Lyotard's 

skepticism about technology. For Lyotard technology itself is M y  complicit with 

modem narrativity. "Information technologies are thus complicit with new tendencies 

toward totalitarian control, not toward a decentmked, multiple "little narrativity" of 

postmodern cultwe'' (p. 8). Jean-Francois Lyotard has heIped define the postmodern as 

an 'incredulity toward rnetanamtives', especially that of progress and its van0ants 

deriving fkom the Enlightenment. "He advocates a turn to the 'little story' which 

validates difference, extols the 'tmpresentable' and escapes the overbearing logic of 

instrumentality that derives from the metamnative ofprogress" (p. 8). 

This tendency toward cenaalization is recognized by Flld (1980), who in me 

TechologicaI System maintains that the computer "will not, by itself, bring any 

democratking or decentraIiziog; on the contrary, it will accentuate the opposite trends" 

(p. 106). Bureaucrats and managers will have greater access to files and personal data - 
alI the information on an mdividd, which can easiIy be accessed and used to whatever 

ends the authorities h a .  deemed it to be usem. 

Our experience has been much the same with the technology of print, Rfnt couId 

be used to promote conformity dowing an increase in government controI by making the 

v d a r  a mass medium. Consequently, as McLuhan argued the nation state 

originated h m  the political cen td im made possible by the identifidion and 

standardization of a national language- In this vein, computer technology with its 



capability for wide-ranging networking of individual stations tied to a central server, has 

the potential for a centralization that is truly 0rweIlia.n. 

Robert Merton (1964) gives us this summary of EIIuI's view of the totalitarian 

tendencies of technology. He writes: 

Politics.. . becomes an arena for contention among rival techniques. The 

technician sees the nation quite differently fiom the political man: to the 

technician, the nation is nothing more than another sphere in which to apply the 

instruments he has developed. To him, the state is not the expression of the will 

of the people nor a divine creation nor a creature of class conflict It is an 

enterprise providing seMces that must be d e  to fimction eflciently. He judges 

states in terms of their capacity to utilize techniques effectively, not in terms of 

their relative jhcs. Political doctrine revolves around what is usefid rather than 

what is good. Purposes drop out of sight and efficiency becomes the centrai 

concern. As the political form best suited to the massive and unprincipled use of 

technique, dictatorship gains m power. @. 8) 

It is a perception disquietindy reminiscent of Alexis de TocquevilIe's warning 

that the centdhtion of administrative smices in democracks would impose a 

bureaucratic tyranny on the governed Certainly John Rdston Saul (1992) would agree 

that we live in an age ofmanagers whose expertise is based on a rationabtion of 

complex processes. Their singular concern with efficiency presumes a rmiversd 

application ofTayIor-inspited prescriptions to manage the operations of any and d 

systems. Sad writes* "modern structure assumes that all fimctions are aWre; therefore, aU 

fimctions may be r n o d d e d .  By modernized is meant subjected to universal standards 

of organization and efficiency. This inevitably mvoives the measurement of production, 

of profitabiIity, a belief that lean is efficient, a belief that employees weigh down 

production' @. 266). 

U d a  FrankIin (1992) argues that technoIogy is typicdy put to such use and that 

these applications are not solei. m the domain of m a n n f d g .  cTredptive 



technologies are ... used in administrative and economic activities and In many aspects of 

governance, and on them rests the red world of technology in which we live. While we 

should not forget that these prescriptive technologies are often exceedingly effective and 

efficient, they come with an enormous social mortgage. The mortgage means that we 

live in a culture of compliance, that we are ever more conditioned to accept orthodoxy as 

n o d ,  and to accept that there is only one way of doing 'it' " @. 24). 

Needless to say, Franklin will not accept that there is only one way of doing "it". 

She believes that personal stands must be taken against the objectionable use of 

technology and that the guides for such action should be the principles of justice, fhess ,  

and equaEty. Technological applications that fail to stand up to such scrutiny should be 

abandoned and replaced with sincere efforts to create "redemptive technologies". 

Franklin describes these technologies as involving "bottom-up" or "grass-roots" 

processes designed to address as yet m e t  needs - "such as ... easy ways to access 

relevant information" (p. 129). Franklin's 'redemptive technologies' are very similar to 

Ivan Illich's (1973) 'tools of conviviality' that enhance the ability of people to pursue 

their own gods in their unique way. "The criteria of convividity are to be considered as 

guidehes to the continuous process by which a society's members defend their hcberty" 

(Illich, 24). 

EUul(1980) is less certain that such choices are even there to be made. The 

technology simply cannot be separated fiom the totality of the system of which it is a 

part. We cannot choose to Iimit the use of computers to only those things that respect the 

freedom, autonomy, and privacy of the individual any more than we can ensure total 

quaIity programming for teIevision. But this does not mean we are forever botmd to the 

dictates ofa system for %ere is always something mpredictabie, incoherent, and 

irreduciiIe in the socid body. A society is made up of multiple system, multipIe types, 

mdtipie patterns, on different Ievels, Saying that technology is the detemhhg factor of 

this society does not mean it is the only factor! Above all, society is made up ofpeople, 

and the system, in its abstraction, seems to ignore that" @. 18). 



While as social studies teachers we have the respomiility to provide students 

with '?echnoIogicaI skills for their fUture success" ( I n f o d o n  and Communication 

Technology, 1998, p. I), we cannot assume the fbture will continue unchanged fiom its 

modernist roots. Consequenty it would be prudent to exercise caution in accepting too 

large a role for computers in what might be termed the management of the educational 

objectives of the social studies program. We might hope for a different fkture; a 

postmodern world would not easily lend itselfto the totaIitm*an tendencies and 

methodolopid certainties of the modemist era, but it is &ely to escape its 

technoIogical legacy. 



Chapter Four 

Douglas Noble's belief that the integration of technology in schook is the product 

of powedhl, unrelenting pressure from corporate marketers and their government 

ideologues would find support among teachers in Alberta. They have long championed 

the public cause in a society that seemingly idolizes the private interest. In this they are to 

a certain extent, alienated fiom the governing ethos. 

The pubIic believes that teachers and schools should be held accountable, and 

while this should merit little debate within an educational context, in contemporary 

society it has meaning only as an expression of the business model. Alberta prides itself 

on its reputation as a harbour for udiettered private enterprise, a a haven for business. 

It is an economic model that has meant that any debt incurred by government becomes 

the responsibility of those who manage the business of government, and consequenty its 

employees. It stands to reason that in times of fiscal restraint teachers should earn less 

and that schools should make do with fewer resources and greater demands. This is 

considered a simple matter of accountabiIity. Accountability has a seductive logic, a 

meaning linked to personat responsibility, integrity and purpose. It leads to unquestioned 

support for individual interest over community concern aML the inescapable conclusion 

that schools are businesses that must be managed as such. In this vein, the education 

system in general and students in particular have long been heId hostage to a regimen of 

province-wide testing, a process much ofthe public h& in the earnest desire to have 

measurable retarns on their tax investment, 

In schools this tcam1ates to a cumumcuIum tbat appears farreaching, but which in 

practice is rigorously restricted to the immediate god of scoring well on provincid 

exams. SchooI red& are a matter of public record and are published a m d y  in the 

same fnrme of mind that embraces the concept of the wen-informed shopper- In June of 

1999, the Calgary Hdd pubfished the &ts of an anafysis of school performance done 

by the Fraser InstituteI a right-wing think tank. In typical Tayloresque fashion, the 



analysis measured school performance and efficiency, weighing overall averages against 

the number of students who had initially been registered in the course. 

This assembly-line model of managerial assessment made no accommodation for 

such factors as the number of students who have English as a second language, or the 

number who are completing International Baccalaureate programs at select high schools. 

All schools were simply lumped together. Predictably, schools with the highest 

proportion of high-achieving students ranked first 

The scientific method used by the Fraser Institute is characteristic of objectivist 

thinking. Asked which schools are best, the institute responds with what it believes to be 

the dght answer* Complexity gives way to simplicity and the reassurance that comes 

with 'knowing'. As Joe Ktrcheloe (1993) puts it " uniqueness and particularity are flies 

in this Cartesian-Newtonian ointment The reaim of the particular complicates the 

attempt to produce genetalized laws that can be applied to the effort to predict and thus 

control human behavior" (p. 164). Generalization resuits in the belief that what is good 

for one student is good for all, and it becomes the justification for standardization. 

In this game many high schools respond by counseling students into programs 

based on their record of achievement in junior high school. High achievers are placed in 

academic pro-' students with Iower grades are streamed in lower level courses, It is 

a practice geared less to the interests of students than the goals of administrators and 

departments seeking to improve their school's standings. As in business, there is a better 

guarantee of fourth quarter performance if you can cut your operating expenses in the 

first, 

This educatiod environment in which cufficnlum is targeted at specified 

outcomes that are standardized and measurable is the proving ground for computer 

technology. It provides a context in which the measme of the computer's worth is 

eqnated with its abiIity to deiiver 'cskilI-deveIoping" softwzlre that might give d e n t s  an 

advantage in getting higher marksC CMM., a longtime participant in this matket 

provides cIients with a mid product The quiz-based softwarP prompts students for a 

response to a skill-testing question and feedback confkm 'righty and 'wrong' choices- In 



this limited appIication of the technology, the recent availability of a web-based version 

tbat uses previous dipIoma exams as a source for its question banks is considered a sign 

of progress. The fact that it requires updated hardware and internet access that adds 

additional cost to a system equally managed by a teacher in a cIasroom is a technical 

concern easily surmounted by creative administrative accounting. The need for 

computers for such use is unquestioned; net-based testing is considered 'progressive'. 

The use of computers is of come predicated on their availabiLity, but in a time of 

cutbacks to education there seems to have been no Limiting of funds designated for this 

goal. The Government of Alberta has committed $85 million for technology upgrading 

for students between 1 996/1997 and 2000/200 1 (htto ://ednet.edc.eov.ab-caltechno to&. 

It seems Like a substantial investment but large numbers mean very IittIe when 

considering the needs of red schools and red students. What number of computers are 

required for social studies education? Should the computers be dedicated for socid 

studies use - or can they be shared with other disciplines? Who maintains them for 

student use? For questions like these there are fiightfXly few answers. Each school 

seems to be on its own, aad teachers are not being consulted. 

In some schools, computer labs can accommodate over 100 students - but there 

are over I000 students enrolled in classes. Some elementary and junior high schools 

have reIied on student fimd-mising projects to purchase computers; schools in Iess- 

affluent areas have not been as fortunate. 

In high schools, students ate permitted to use computers to complete the written 

response component of diploma exams. This poIicy of the evduation branch of AIberta 

Education appears practical, but it has forced some schools to use random selection or 

luck of the draw to determine which students get to use what in fact are too few 

computers to meet the demand No such shortage exists for students who write with pen, 

and no compekg reason exists to suggest that they are consequentLy disacivantaged. In 

fkct the evaluation branch goes to great length to ensure that grading is not pwdiced by 

hand written versus word-processed m a n d p t s .  But each yeer, more stdents reqnest to 

write the exam using a computer. 



While questions abound as to how computers can be used to support learning, 

administratively, the govemment is obviously more certain of its gods. As the following 

policy makes clear, this certainty extends to the management of the school system; 'To 

ensure successful operation of all  related systems across the education sector, school 

boards and other school authorities must bring their systems and equipment into 

compliance" (http://ednet.edc.gov.ab.~a~te~o~og~/bome~age~asp) It is the system that 

requires that schools have computers! 

Technolo~cal Goals 

Of course this is part of the problem. Educators can hardly help but be suspicious 

of government initiatives when technology has a long history of serving the ends of 

managers. Technology in the industrial era has been an effective instrument of control. 

Little wonder that many teachers suspect the computer will simply erode the social 

context of education and replace teachers with pre-programmed learning modules. And 

this is a possibility. 

In Canada, Industry, Education and Government have joined forces in a nationd 

program to "develop and demonstrate new learning models using technology to improve 

and extend educational opportunities that support the development of a knowledge based 

economy and a learning society" (httpd/fasestu,cdteleIeanr/~ accesd~artners~hbnl). The 

'Telelearning' program has been h c e d  with a $ I3 .I million grant awarded through 

Industry Canada with matching fimding fiom provincial governments and private 

mdustry. It is a collusion of interests that speaks well of the importance of education in 

Canada, but also one which risks tying education too cIoseIy to the interests ofprivate 

enterprise- 

h Canada, governments are constantly barraged wit6 weII-ceh- demands for 

lower taxes, and as traditional sources of fimding are eroded, tedmoIogy can seem to 

offer soIutiom. For exampIe, at at university IeveI, David Noble (1997) found that 



Educom, an academic - corporate consortium, had completed a detailed study of what 

professors do, breaking the fmulty job down in classic Tayloristic fashion into discrete 

tasks, and determining what parts can be automated or outsourced (p. 8). Faced with the 

need to balance budgets, some administrators promote this transformation - '?hey view 

computer-based instruction as a means of reducing their direct labor and plant 

maintenance costs - fewer teachers and classrooms" (p.5). 

This is not a new idea In the quest for efficiency and profit, technology has for 

years been employed to similar ends in the industn*aI sector, replacing men with 

machines. "Many technologicd systems, when examined for context and overall design, 

are basically anti-people. People are seen as sources of problems whiIe technoiogy is 

seen as a source of solutions. ... When students are seen as not sufficiently competent, it 

is likely to be computers that the school purchases rather than extra teacher's time and 

extra human help" ( F d i n ,  1992, p.76). This solution is typical of a management 

devoted to structure, expertise and answers - even when it fies in the face of common 

sense. "Education - quantity and quality - is above all the resuIt of teaching. And 

teaching requires teachers, the more the better" (Saul, 1992, p. 269). 

[ncreased funding for education is a hard sen in Alberta. Teachers have had Iittle 

influence with the current government and have bemoaned the political climate that has 

left them powerless and unappreciated. What voice any opposition has had to the 

poWcaI agenda of the Conservative Government has been ignored or dismissed as the 

whining of malcontents and special interest groups. Even Her Majesty's LoyaI 

Opposition has been effectveIy m a r m e d .  

I mention this because it has significant implications for social studies education. 

It is a situation that seems to have much in common with what Kaye (1995) observed to 

be the case in America He notes that while it is debatabIe whether or not the governing 

ethic of this period is actuaUy mni-democratic, it is more certain that the government's 

conception of democracy, of democratic Life and practice, is a limited one. It is one that 

conceives of democracy as having been achieved. It insists that contemporary hberaI and 

capitalist democracy represents the high point of democratic deveIopment thus fin, it 



represents the high point of democratic possiilities, the admination of democracy's 

historical evolutioa Kaye concludes that given this understanding of history, democratic 

education is reduced to a process of "~onrission, ... the reproduction of the American 

economy and polity and culture as they are presentfy constituted. Bluntly stated, the New 

Right notion of democratic education reduces schooling to being a support of the world 

us it ir" @. 127). 

In "Preparing Citizens for Democratic Society", Larry Booi (1998) refers to 

similar observations by Benjamin Barbery John RaIston Sad, Harry Boyte, and Robert 

Putnam. Reacting to their concerns that ours is a society of 'consumers, clientsy and 

spectators', Booi argues that our task as social studies teachers has become more 

daunting as wen as more important- In the articIe he recommends a five-part course of 

action. 

1. Socid studies teachers need to be clear on the nature of the problems facing social 

studies education. Essentially the "withering of our sense of civitas, our sense of 

balance between individual concems and public interest" @.I). 

2. The cultivation of democratic dispositions must become more central to our 

curzicdum and to our practice. This recognizes the need for students "to be disposed 

to use their knowledge and skills democraticdy" @. 2). 

3. Classroom pmctices must be brought more in line with the stated goals of the 

curriculum. Critical tbidchg must engage students in a serious way with important 

and worthwhile. 

4. Social studies teachers need to recognize that classrooms and schools are embedded 

in a wider social context that has a profound impact on students. Teachers 

themseIves need to act as citizens. 

5. Social studies teachers need 90 be prepared to deal wit6 the fact that our cIassrooms 

and schools wiII be less 'comfortable' places, with more disagreements, debates, and 

'tensions'. But they wilI be the n a t d  and necessary tensions of democratic 



What is interesting about Booi's work is that he does not point to computer 

technology as a factor in the "sacred taskt' of social studies teachers in preparing citizens 

for democratic society. From this we can only surmise that in his view the somewhat 

wanting state of social studies education is a product of forces already at play. Among 

them, Booi recognizes cIassroom practice and social context as the most important. I 

would have to agree. 

Schools and classrooms are not models of democratic agency. They have long 

suffered the vestiges ofa hierarchical order bent on imparting knowledge rather than 

focusing on learning. In the process social studies has been victim to the "liberal 

democratic minimalism" which Booi (1998) refers to as the kind of teaching %at 

suggests that citizenship means voting every four or five years" @. 2). This approach is 

highly lmIikely to cultivate democratic dispositions. As Ivan IUich (1973) warned, T h e  

consumer of precooked knowledge learns to react to kuowledge he has acquired rather 

than to the reality fkom which a team of experts has abstracted it. If access to reality is 

aIways controlled by a therapist and ifthe leamer accepts this control as natwd, his 

entire worldview becomes hygienic and neutral; he becomes politically impotent" (p. 17). 

I am not convinced, however, that adopting a 'new view' of citizenship education, 

on its own, wiII affect change. Certainly Booi's (1998) call for "a curriculm which 

reflects a commitment to what Barber c d s  'strong democracy' - one which is based on 

fostering a form of citizenship rooted inparticipation, deliberation, and agencf is 

compeIIing, but within the context of a society bent on "competition, consumption, and 

unbridIed individualism" - it presents us with more than a daunting task. It asks no Less 

than that students mspend their experience of the red world to engage in a fantasy of 

school-based learning. In the real world the market decides what has value. 

Such "bottom hetr  thinking matters to educators in genera1 - and to social studies 

teachers in partidar. Our task is inherently one of educating students in the values, 

&ilkF and knowfedge required of citizens - citizens who wiII eventually be entmsted wit6 

the very s m i ~ a l  of democracy &If. In the p M d y  certain and market-oriented 

atmosphere that has dominated public life in the past decade this &odd give rise to the 



importance of doubt in the role of citizenship. Individuals in a democracy must be abIe 

to distance themselves fiom popular direction and reflect on the means by which we 

achieve our sense of collective direction- Faced with a mandate to integrate technology in 

their classrooms, teachers have not hesitated to express their discomfoa and to take up 

their democratic role. This is something to build on. 



Chapter Five 

In this context it is little wonder that teachers are skeptical of government 

initiatives such as the "Information and Communication Technology Plan" that 

prescribes technology integration gods for the year 2000. Uncertainty is mmpant, and 

administrative intentions are never accepted on face value, "One consequence of this 

state of affairs is that discussions of the political implications of advanced technology 

have a tendency to slide into a polarity of good versus evil. Because there is no middIe 

ground for talking about such things, statements often end up being expressions of total 

affkmation or total denial. One either hates technology or loves it" (Winner, 1978.). 

"Be Luddites!" then, is not unwelcome counsel for teachers charged with the 

responsibility of integrating technology into Social Studies. Set in the serene 

nnroundings of the Rocky Mountains, Heather-Jane Robertson's remarks h m  her 

opening address resonated with the oaturaI splendor that served as setting for the 1998 

Alberta Social Studies Conference - Jasper Park Lodge. 

Far fiom the lofted ceilings and scenic views of the main floor, my presentation 

on the use of hypertext in social studies was assigned to a room on the basement level. A 

windowIess cavern, it served as an appropriate location for a plugged-in presentation. 

The equipment - a laptop, LCD paneI, and projector seemed less out of place in the 

bowels of the Lodge than they wouId have if surrounded by the wooIen throws, stone 

firepact, and hewn cedar logs of the main floor. In truth I had felt paididly seK 

conscious just carrying the equipment h m  my cabin room to the lodge - as if1 was 

VioIating the sanctii of the n a W  world. 

I was prepared to argue that technology can help kids leam, but I coaldn't help 

think about what Clifford StoII wrote in Silicon Snake Oil: "Nobody knows how kids' 

i n t d  wiring works, but anyone who's directed away from so& interactions has a 

head start on taming out weird.. . No computer can teach what a walk through a pine 



forest feels Eke. Sensation has no substitutionl" (Stoll, as quoted in Oppenheimer, 1997, 

p. 12) I felt Iike a salesman with my foot in the door. 

I was much more comfortabIe inside the room, but it struck me how IittIe has 

changed in the way we conceptualize the place of technology ftom when H.G. Wells in 

his 1895 classic The Time Machine imagined the MorIocks tending their machines in the 

bowels of the earth while the Eloi led a more natural existence in the sunlight. We might 

wonder whether the Morlocks chose to maintain their subterranean existence or whether 

the machines simply kept them there as part of "an omnivorous world which obeys its 

own laws and which has renounced aIl tradition" (Ellul, as quoted in Chandler, 1998, p. 

1). 

Elid would argue that complex interdependent technological systems are shaped 

by technology rather than by society and consequently that the MorIocks wodd have had 

little choice in the matter. His view of technological autonomy reduces the h u .  being 

to a sheII - politically disempowered and incapable of escaping the system he has created. 

In Well's metaphoric construct technolopicd man degenerated to a state of cannidsm 

and feasfed on the EIoi. Fair warning to those who trust in the modernist narrative of 

technological progress. If there is reason to use computers in education, it had best not 

stand on such grounds alone. 

Heather-lane Robertson's call to be Luddites, however, expressed more than a 

discomfoa with modem technology. It expressed objection with the manner in which the 

government is mandating its use, and concern with the profound effect it will have on 

educational practice. Robertson's vigilant criticism of government and business 

collusion in undexminhg pubIic institutions has served the profession we& however her 

counsel against computers may well represent a p o l ~ t i o n  of the issue that is 

counterproductive. Teachers who fee1 comforted or ennobled by her call to arms will be 

poorIy equipped to influence the way in whic6 computers might be used in their 

classrooms, and they will be deprived of an opportunity to reflect on what has been their 

edWCond practice. Those who are moved to take up arms may d m  a similar fate to 

the Ltddites who preceded them, as James O'DonneII(1995) reminds us, "those who 



feared the new technology were right to fear it. Their cautions and their warnings tuned 

out to be powerfidly accurate, but also . . . powerfully irreievant A potent new form of 

communication is so trandormative that it creates a new economy of knowtedge that is 

Larger, faster, and much wealthier than what has come before, and so simply swamps 

objections and objectors" (p.4). 

Heatherhe  Robertson's keynote address took up the arguments she had 

previously expressed in a book co-authored with Maude Barlow, C h s  WMare. "The 

rapid, fkquently unplanned and expensive introduction of computers to cIassrooms", she 

writes, "has been justified on the ground of vocational and practical utility. Number 

alone is considered evidence of progress, despite their low utibtion in many 

cIassrooms" (Barlow and Robertson, 1994, p.147). In this charade of progress, any 

debate on the role of technology in schools tends to cast objectors as modern Luddites 

who are out of touch with the led world. A~tually, I see them better cast as reluctant 

Morlocks who are bound to windowless modem classrooms, politicalIy disempowered 

and incapable of escaping the system in which technology, unchallenged and self- 

justifying, takes on a Life of its own. Here experience, tradition, and historical memory 

are sideshows in a script that places computer technology in the future of every chiId. It is 

a disturbkg chapter in the modem epic in which the system consumes its young. 

The Age of Information 

In the fimne computers wilI be necessary to serve as the medium for all 

transactions. Ours is the I$~man'bn Age and our task in schools is one of preparing 

students to be able to fimction in it. Mer all, "In a society that is moving h m  an 

md&d economy to an Information one, our students need to have technological skiIls 

for their fpture success" (Miomation and Communication TechnoIogy, 1998, p. I). 

DeveIoping technological skilIs might wen be considered a worthwhile objective, 

but Robertson isn't convinced that that's what it's 1 about. Enlisting the support of 

techoIogy critic NeiI Postman, she takes issue with t E k  h d a m e d  pmnk. "Postman 



sees schools as one of our primary means of socializing the young into Technopoly, a 

culture that subjugates people to the interests of technology, eievates the pursuit of 

~uantity of infomation over meaning, and divorces the population f h m  belief systems, 

as i n f o d o n  management has no moral core" (Barlow and Robertson, pp. 148-149). 

What is at issue is the very place of information in our society. For social studies 

teachers it raises the concern that the implementation of technology will promote 

conformity and subjugatio~ 

Historically information has been tied to knowledge, public access to which, has 

been the fimdamental assumption rmderIying ideas of the public good, the liberal society, 

and the informed citizen, For much of the twentieth century this view was unchallenged, 

however, recently it has come under assault as the information explosion has highlighted 

the roIe of fiee market economics, new right politics, and techoiogicd determinism. 

(Birdsally 1997, p. 287-288) This has led to what Birdsall laments is the Yendency to 

impart to alI spheres of social and cultural life the values of the marketplace, in short, 

their cornmodifcation. The ideology of information technoiogy holds that the adoption 

of information technoIogy must be accompanied by the adoption of free market values 

and the commodification of information" (p. 293). 

Momation then is no longer necessarily something which informs - it is 

something packaged and marketed to an awaitingy consuming public. The market 

detezmines its value which can be quite different than what may have been expected. In 

this medium, the package is often the product. As Everett-Green (1997) quips about the 

meaning of infoxmation, "In the paradoxicaIl way of words, the more the term meant, the 

emptier it got' @. 206). For the consuming public, the Iatest, fastest and most 

comprehensive information system shodd bear the warning 'caveat emptor', 

' W o ~ o n  is not knowledge, . .. data are not wisdom, ... speed is not enlightenment, 

. .. eIecttonic media are not intefigent'' (Everett- p. 209)- 

Yet the extent to which information has come to dominate om Eves is incredible- 

BoIand (1987) offers this observatiofl: "Om pIace in history, our economy, om politicid 

processes, and om hops for the fbtures are all cast in terms of idormation .... W e  speak 



as ifcomputers, telecommunications, and data storage devices hold the promise of the 

future. ... Information technology is the hope of the professions fiom medicine to Iaw, 

and ofenterprise from @culture to mant&acturing. This technology will make it 

possible to heal the sick, feed the hungry, produce the goods, and ensure the fimrre of our 

fkedoms" @. 365). It is an attractive package and it comes with slick advertising. AU 

we need do is choose the best programs and we wilI have improved the quality of 

education. As Boland cautions however, the package is insidious, "its images of 

information without in-formation deny the importance of an intentional human 

community based on interpersonal dialogue and the search for meaning* Instead, we are 

fostering an image of the wodd in which the human meaning of howledge and action 

are mproblematic, predefined, and prepackaged" (p. 365). One wonders ifteachers and 

schools are necessary in this Age of Information. 

Robertson (1994) would argue that they are aIready threatened. She notes that 

computer technology has often been acquired "at the price of textbooks and hcbrary 

acquisitions and sta£F(Barlow and Robertson, p. 147). Robertson's passionate concern for 

public education stems Eoom a recognition of its precarious position in a highly managed, 

neo-conservative, business - oriented society. In this context her concerns are well 

founded. Public education can be made to flounder, student results can be compared, 

ranked and fomd wanting, and as Ursula Franklin (1992) warns: "when students are seen 

as not sufficiently competent, it is LikeIy to be computers that the school purchases rather 

than extra teacher's time and extra human help" (p.76). Langdon Winner (1997) concurs, 

noting that innovations in education "arrive under a variety of glamorous IabeIs - 

interactive learning* distance learning, the virtuaI classroom, and the like, but the ultimate 

resuit is &ways the same: replacing people with technology" @. 3). It is a solution typical 

of a management devoted to structure, expertise and answers - even when it flies in the 

fme of common saw. For my part, it is too high a price to pay, social studies education 

needs teal peopIe, real teachers, and red social interaction. However, I am Iess certain 

abouttextbooks. 



Chapter Six 

In the ATA questionnaire on social studies, teachers in Alberta were asked if they 

agree that 'Traditional textbook approaches to teaching social studies are no longer 

functional", 54% of respondents disagreed, 14% were undecided, and 32% agreed (Smits 

and Booi, 1997, p. 4). The result suggests that textbooks have a place in social studies 

education, This concurs with Kobrin's (1996) findings that "most middle and high 

school social studies teachers value the suppoa a good textbook can provide" and that 

"textbooks serve as a principal source of idormation in many classrooms" (p. 4). 

I still have the textbooks I used for the grade 12 social studies program twenty 

years ago, Our Western Heritage by RoseHe and Young, The Worldy Philosophers by 

Heilbroaer, The Age of Uncertainty by Galbraith, as well as many other supplemental 

texts, and I still find them quite usem They are, however, no longer the 'prescriid' or 

'recommended' texts for the grade 12 program. Ideologies is widely used as the resource 

for the study of political and economic systems, and Global Issues for the historical 

review of the 20" Century* 

The fact that textbooks like these are 'updated' h m  time to time is an accepted 

part of the educational process. It's not that the history or economic or poI3ical systems 

they examine have necessarily changed - it is that our interpretation of them has. A 

textbook fiom the 70's is not going to be seriously considered for use in the 90's. 

Textbooks are not simply delivery systems for facts, but rather, "the resuIts of political, 

economic, and cultoral activitiesF battles, and compromises. They are conceived, 

designed and authored by red people with red interests. They are published within the 

political and economic c o ~ t s  of markets, resources, and power" (Apple, 199 I, p- 2). 

K o b ~  agrees that changes in the content of history textbooks in particdar has more to 

do with socia1 and d t u d  factors at the time of writing than any advances m knowledge 

about the subject @. 4). Consequently textbooks are themseLves, which, through 

their context and fomq reveaI the partidm C O ~ ~ O ~ I S  of re*, the particular ways 

of instructing d e n t s  about the worId they Iive in. Viewed m this way, textbooks, as I. 



Anyon suggests, "are socid products that can be examined in the context of their time, 

place, and firnction" (Anyon, as quoted in Cherryholrnes, 1991, p. 44). 

Of course, in the past decade the rapid changes that have altered the political and 

economic face of the world have taxed existing resources to the Limitt When the world is 

no Ionger BI-polar, when communism has failed in the Soviet Union and its empire has 

collapsed - appropriate resources are required so that students aren't presented with a 

codking portrait of the world. An up-dated article might seem Iike an appropriate 'fix', 

but it is really a Band-Aid solution. Modem technique supposes a knowable world; 

analytical inquiry is fhstrated by events that won't stand still; solutions lose their 

persuasiveness when the problem changes. Fmther, the discipline itseKIoses credibility, 

as its presmied sources appear dated, incomplete, and inaccurate. For Kobrin (I 996) 

this is a central problem with the textbook, ''they make students think there is only one 

true and accurate account of the past, which everyone should be learning @. 5)F The 

textbook is the authority. 

It is not just students who think this way. In the social studies Literature Thomton 

(1991) cites two major explanations of how and why most teachers select content h m  

textbooks (rather than some other source). The first is that teachers "...believe in the 

authority of the tatbook. As McCutcheon (1981) noted the teachers she studied 

uncritically accepted that textbooks would provide for continuity of subject matter. 

Comett (1987) concIuded that the teacher he studied seemed to regard covetage of the 

content of the textbook as a primary obIigation9' @p. 243-244). 

The second reason, somewhat dated to the first, is that many teachers rely on the 

textbook because their subject-matter knowledge is inadeqnate" (Thomton, 199 I, pp. 

243-244). In this case the textbook becomes both authority and teacher. The 

circnmstance reqrrires that the kutmction.aI strategies that a knowIedgeable teacher might 

use are included in the textbook. It is no Ionger simpIy a bound resource, but an 

instrument designed to enhance learning. It is the guide in a systematic process in which 

complex tasks have been broken down into highLy spe&ed actions that can then be 



performed by teachers with little subject-area expertise. It is a process that contn'butes to 

the deskilling of the teaching profession. 

The textbook has become an intern component of this educational process - a 

process which has become so thoroughly scripted that it gives teachers a sense of comfort 

and control while contniuting to a setting in which student responses become repetitious 

and predictable and the educational process mechanical and systematic. (Gehl, 1999, p, 5) 

Textbooks offer sidebars, pictures, graphics, excerpts Eom primary sources, and review 

and discussion questions. Teacher's editions come complete with suggestions about how 

to teach and how to test The 'better' the textbook, the more it includes built-*in strategies 

that are closely joined to the curnCcuIar objectives for each lesson. 

This 'cookbook' approach has been compounded by Alberta Education's system 

of standardized testing. The system sets the curriculum, approves the resources, manages 

the delivery systems, and measures the outcomes. In this context, publishing companies 

have found that the sale of textbooks is dependent on the degree to which teachers are 

persuaded that using their product will improve student grades. The recent release of 

Global Systems as a basic resource for grade 12 social studies students is a case in point 

Its promotionai advertising includes the assurance that the text has been W e n  

especidy for the Grade I2 student and the Alberta Program of Study (Topic A)," and 

that it includes such 'specid features' as an "emphasi*~ on activities designed to prepare 

students for [the] dipIoma exam (Arnold, 1999)." And so it does; the book itself is 

almost 500 pages Iong and contains a wealth of information that thorou@y covers the 

gods and objectives of the program of studies. It aIso incorporates a copyrighted 

approach to hstmcti0na.I design tmder the registered trademark of "SKIMM (Skills, 

ModeIs, and Methods) Learning How to Leum -the technique of assigning 

questions/a&ities written m a textbook or digitaI presentation and referring users to an 

appendix or glossary @lint or digital) for suggestions on how to carry it out..." @tees, 

L999, p. 454). The approach is finher supplemented with ideas for improving study 

skills, note-taking, critical thinking, analyzing sources, writing essays and rmsweriag 

rndtipIe-choice questions. 



In a particdarly reveaIing section on 'Organizing Effective Notes' a diagram 

illustrates 'learning' as the product of a wide range of inputs including text, group work, 

old tests, cIass discussions, and lectures. Each of these is a source for notes that must be 

organized, summarized, highlighted, and most irnportaady, used. PresumabIy if this is 

done Ieaming occurs, but not as an end in itself. Its purpose is defined by what comes 

next in the SKIMM method - strategies for writing essays and takhg multiple-choice 

tests. The purpose of learning is to prepare for the test. 

In specifically targeting the knowledge, skill, and behavioral objectives outlined 

in the cmricuIum guide, the textbook Itself has been reduced to a sanitized selection of 

historicd, economic, and political events fhmed with sidebars intent on centering the 

student's focus on "required understandings". As Kincheloe (1989) puts it: 'When we 

examine the Iia of priorities of textbook publishing companies, an accurate portrayal of 

the world is near the bottom" (p. 25). By 'accurate' 1 take Kincheloe to mean the world 

as it is lived - with its ambiguities, its complexities, its uncertainties, its indisposition to 

being 'pinned down'. In presmrbed texts, messiness gives way to structure, and the 

textbook becomes the setting for specified action. Explanations lend themselves to an 

ease of undemtmding and little is left to interpretation. In the spirit of in@, students 

are h e  to choose a position on an issue - but choices are Ihitexi to what case studies 

have been included The range of expression has been predetermined. 

Textbooks, for better or worse, are a key factor in determining what students 

learn. They are regarded as authoritative sources by student and teacher alike, " but the 

current system of textbook adoption has med our schoo1s with Trojan horses - glossiIy 

covered blocks of paper whose words emerge to deaden the minds of our nation's youth, 

and make them enemies of Ieaming" (Apple, 1991, p. 5). KiocheIoe (1989) concurs: 

T o o  often students are ody exposed to a mpediciaI calendar of occurrences which 

rareIy deals with the spirit ofthe beliefs which have shaped America and which grant us 

an understanding of the foundation on which the sodo-politicd life of the nation rests. 

No wonder social studies is perceived to be so unimportant, for so often it is presented as 

if it has no sod" (p. 25). 



Textbooks and Critical Thinking SkiIIs 

This indictment of the textbook in America gives fair warning to social studies 

educators in Alberta. Consider Arnold Publishing's 'SKIMM' approach to critical 

thhkhg. Critical Thinking is defined as "not accepting idormation as presented without 

questioning" (Rees, 1999, p. 457). It is further explained that information may be 

presented accurately, or it may be questionable and that comparing more than one point 

of view or source of information regarding an event can help to confhm or check the 

validity of information. Finally it is noted that it is important to be abIe to correctly 

identify factual information and separate it fiom interpretation or opinion" (Arnold, p. 

457). 

On the d a c e  of it, social studies teachers would support this textbook's focus on 

critical thinking. Questioning, interpretation, and inteIIectuai flexib- are recognized as 

essential cognitive acts in social studies. Further they are promoted as desirable skills for 

post-secondary study as well as the world of work There is some question however, as to 

whether what is being promoted is actuaIIy critical thinking or simply the mechanics of a 

cognitive process. If cognitive skills are subordinate to the realm of information, bound 

by the textbook and the instrumental purpose of passing exams, what room is there for 

critical discussion? And, can such discussion interrogate the conditions of its 

production? (MiUer, 1996) 

In the SKIMM approach to critical thinking, analysis, synthesis, and interpretation 

become formulaic methods with which information can be investigated. Charts can be 

made to illustrate comparative strengths and weaknesses, advantages, and disadvantages: 

carefirI analysis can reveal bias and the faiure to support argument with f a  These are 

important skius that are characteristic of criticd thinkkg but "in any medium, what 

passes for d c a l  discourse is not independent of the mediurn in which it is produced and 

ckdated" @IiIler, 1996, p 2). 

SociaI stdies places great emphasis on the importance o f d c d  thbkhg, but 

can Ieamiag escape the modemist logic that binds hstmction to discrete go& and 



specified outcomes. KincheIoe (1993) argues that in this condition thinking becomes 

hyperratiomlked, reduced to a set of micrologicaI skills that promote a form of 

procedural knowledge. Reduced to its constituent parts critical thinking Ioses its politid 

and ethical dimensions. Removed fiom the Iived world, students fail to confiont the 

forces that have shaped them. They fail to interrogate their condition. (p. 25). 

In CurricuZwn Development in the Poshnodern Em, Slattery (1995) writes that 

''Schools in the 1990s are inundated with textbooks and c ~ c u l u m  materials that 

promote critical thinking" @. 39). However, he found upon examination that many 

critical thinking materials were bound by accepted interpretations. This raises the issue of 

whether social studies teachers shodd encourage or even allow subjective interpretation 

of history, or whether critical thinking should be directed toward a range of legitimate 

interpretations estabIished by scholarly authorities. @. 39) 

One of the features of Global Systems is the 'focus on Critical Thinking', an 

attempt to provide opportunities to practice criticd thinking skilIs. In the study of 

economics, two sources are used - both fiom The Economist, and in a study of political 

systems, two sources are used - both fiom me Globe ondlklail. There is nothing 

particularly noteworthy about the articIes, they are short and rather heady, but of course, 

there is something noteworthy about their source. Their incIusion strongly suggests that 

the preferred miIieu of study includes only the legitimate interpretations of scholarly 

authorities. A1I that is left for the student to do is to compare the excerpts to discova 

their similarities and differences, idenrify the perspective or ideological position of the 

articIes, and list the benefits of particular policies. And, in case the mechanics of this 

'critical analysis' escaped either student or teachert they are incIuded as questions at the 

end of the chapter. 

Armed with these d y t i c d  tooIs I wonder what students wouId make of the 

Tikar triksmen of Cameroon who continued to predict the future by c o d t i n g  giant 

spiders while many oftheir felIow E c a n  statesmen turned to modern knowledge for 

answers to their economic problems? Would they appreciate that "Eta m its 'search for 

identity' was moving into the rmimtmm oftwentieth century We but presemkg its 



unique culture - its art, its music, its skill in community reIationsy' (Roselle, 1981, pp. 

623-624)? Would they understand that economic decisions are not necessarily bound by 

reason and for that matter, that in market economies the behavior of spiders might prove 

as reliable as the predictions of economic experts? 

In Ektraordinmy Popular Delusions and the Madhess of Crow&, Charles 

Mackay (1841 ) had little need to seek such exotic examples of unusual economic 

practice. He found plenty enough in the weMocumented economic histories of Britain, 

France, and Holland. But there is littIe of tulip mania or the South Sea Bubble In the 

pages of any presmied resource for social studies, even though such stories might shed 

light on such modem phenomena as the Bre-X gold scam and add i m m ~ b I y  to a 

critical discussion of Iaissez-faire economics, 

The case of the Tikar is taken fiom Our Western Herirage, a textbook that 

predates diploma examinations. In the introduction to this textbook, the authors write: 

"Like pinned butterflies, so-called 'facts' about historical matters have wings. New 

research can set them free fiom the historian's catalogue of past events. . ... it is not 

necessary to choose between sound narrative history and sound inquiry methods. Both 

me indspe11suble. Narrative history without inquiry into controversial points can be 

Meless, and inquiry without historical understanding can be an exercise in futility" 

(RoseUe, p. iii). In current textbooks, this balance seems to have given way to a 

procedd approach with little tolerance for anything other than the rational, the ledt of 

which is a banen recipe for Iearning, something that Kincheloe terms 'hyper ratiod 

thinking'. 

This hyper rat iod thinking is strikhgIy sindar to the technocratic training that 

John Ralston Sad (1992) writes about in Voltaire 's Bastar&. The training is based on 

abstract methods of systems management, Its graduates are thought to be expert 

administrators whose talents are believed to be  equally suited to aU and any human 

enterprise. Sad believes their training wodd Ieave them prone to "the same logical mrs 

ofanswer10riente6, mdtipIe purpose elites. Few . . . [ w o d ~  have the sense ofreIative 

truths produced by exposure to a red soc~*etf' @. 129). Saul's illustration ofthis point is 



particularly revealing. He notes that this form of training produces graduates who are 

unlikely to understand either the irony or the reIativity of truth as can be found in 

Voltaire's discussion of the wildly M e ~ n t  sorts of circumcisions to be found around the 

world: "A Parisian is taken aback when he is told that the Hottentots cut off one testicle 

from their male children, The Hottentots are perhaps surprised that the Parisians keep 

two" @. 129). 

Frances Fitzgerald has argued that as a consequence of prescriptive resources and 

deskilled teachers social studies has become "a bland fiction, propagated for the purpose 

of creating good citizens" (Fitzgerald, as quoted in Kincheloe, 1989, p. 26). In any real 

sense, even this purpose is highly unlikely. Nurtured on a curriculum of concepts, facts 

and gen&tiom, successfuI students will lack the creative insight necessary to reveaI 

their world. Smith (1994) argues that the most successll are often "the most short- 

sighted and undeveloped in terms of moral vision or socid consciencen (p. 6). Both 

S m i i  and Kincheloe believe that students require the ability to see the claims of 

curriculum as simply possible interpretations. The perspective precIudes an unthinking 

acceptance of the facts with which we are presented - m other words, it grants a more 

sophisticated ability to evaluate sources" (Encheloe, 1989, pp. 18 1-1 82). Ultimately this 

is the vdue of critical thinking, it challenges the status quo and rejects conformity in its 

search for truth. In doing so it Iays the foundation for an active and respomiIe 

engagement in the Hie of the nation. 

Heather-Jane Robertson would suppoa this goat. She bas Iong been a social 

activist and proponent of social justice. However I believe her support for public 

education need not include such enthusiastic support for the continued use of textbooks. 

Ironically in her attack on the 'Wonnation Age' and its technoIogicaI tool, the computer, 

she has fded to recognize that the tool of the 'Modem Age', the textbook, is not a 

n e d  technology. It can be every bit the instMnentaI too1 of modern management that 

the computer is reputed to be. As she herselfputs it, 70 claim technoIogy is merdy a 

tool mattended by ideology and limitations is disingenuous: for technology is not just 

tool, it is teacher" (Barfow and Robertson, 1994, p. 152). 



Chapter Seven 

Social studies teachers make kquent use of historical case studies with which to 

represent a particular concept or generakation. Whether of an economic, cultural, or 

political nature* such instances of experience serve to illuminate our human heritage. In 

social studies they provide the content through which significant issues can be addressed, 

and the training grounds for the development of qdties of mind and spirit 

I have already described the extent to which this process relies on the textbook 

and the probIems that are an inherent part of this technology, however, it could be 

construed that these concerns might just as easiIy be deviated by a "better" textbook. 

My position is that we already have good textbooks, and that we have had better. It is the 

dominance of text that is being challenged by new technoIogies. Electronic media such as  

video, Iaserdisc, DVD, and teIevision offer dtemative forms of representation. Each has 

characteristics that can direct our attention in particular ways, representing experience 

and aIso shaping our understanding of it As Eisner (I 991) notes, '?he questions we ask, 

the categories we employ, the theories we use to guide our inquiry; indeed, what we 

come to know about the world is Wuenced by the tools we have available" @. 28-29). 

While our present concern is with computers in education, previous technologies have 

been met with a similar skepticism. Consider, for example, this ancient dialogue 

concerning the mvention of mwnting: 

Once upon a time, Socmtes told Phaedrus, the god Thoth of Egypt, inventor of 

dice, checkers, numbers, geometry, astronomy and writing, visited the King of 

Egypt and offered him these inventions to pass on to his people. The king 

discussed the merits and disadvantages of each ofthe god's gats, until Thoth 

came to the art of writing. "Hen$" said Thoth, "is a branch of 1-g that wiIl 

improve their memories; my discovery provides a recipe for both memory and 

wisdo111'" But the king was not impressed, ..."Wha t you have discovered is a 

recipe not for memory, but for reminder. And it is no true wisdom that you offer 

your WpIes,  but onIy its sembiance, for by t ehg  them of many things without 



teaching them mything, you will make them seem to know much, while for the 

most part they will know nothing. ... 
Phaedrus, convinced by the old man's reasonin& agreed. And Socrates 

continued: "You know, Phaedrus, that's the strange thing about writing, which 

makes it truly andogous to painting. The painter's work stands before us as 

though the paintings were alive, but if you question them, they maintain a most 

majestic silence. It is the same with written words; they seem to tallc to you as 

though they were intelligent, but if you ask them anything about what they say, 

fiom a wish to know more, they go on telling you the same thing over and over 

again forever". (Manguel, 1996, pp. 58-59) 

As Manguef (1996) explains, "for Socrates, the text read was nothing but its 

words, in which sign and meaning overlapped with bewildering precision. Interpretation, 

exegesis, gloss, commentary, association, rehtion,  symbolic and allegorical senses, a i I  

rose not fiom the text itself but fiom the reader" (p. 59). How was the speaker to move 

his audience, to react to the moment, to cease the day with oratorical skill and flexibility? 

In text, artfbI dialogue is lost to the fixity of the written word - a representation that the 

reader confronts in unchanging silence. Socrates in print might not be Socrates at d, yet 

text is all that remains. 

Text has become the basis for the search for meaning - an inherentiy historical 

and interpretive act. Poets, artists, cartographers, and historians have a11 conm%uted to 

the educational canon, representing as best they can the fbhess of their craft. Each is a 

medium and my medium imposes a point of view about the world to which it refers and 

toward the use of mind in respect of this world (Bnmerf 1986, p. 121). As Eisner (1 991) 

claims, anything that md*ates changes what it conveys; the map is not the territory, the 

picture is not the scene, and the text is not the event "We learn to write and to Qaw, to 

dance and to sing, in order to re-present the worid as we know it" @, 28-29). 

h schools, this representation is typicafly print-based and p~xscribd That it is 

p r e s c r i i  suggests intent to Iimit the range of inkqmtation, a god that is achieved by 



reduction and subtraction, "AU non-hear signals are fltered out; color is banned for 

serious texts; typographical constants are rigoroudy enforced; sound is proscribed; even 

the tactility of visual elaboration is outIawed" (Lanham, 1993, p. 74). What remains is 

typically conservative in style and substance compared to other expressive modalities. 

In Stalking the Paratext, Francisco Ricardo (1998) compares text to film as a 

medium of representation. 

Text is the stage on which meaning performs in a predictable way for history. In 

film, by contrast, meaning is always overloaded and open to many interpretations, 

so despite the ubiquity of that medium, it has not achieved the same distinction. It 

does not want immortality or legalistic credibiIity ifthe price to pay is dogmatic 

immutability of representation. Film, like other communication media, has no 

rhetoric that moved from the flexible to the fixed, as has classicd rhetoric in 

progressing from textual orality to textual literacy. Maximum control of 

interpretation is the exclusive domain of text and no other medium, and this is 

apparently the historical rationaie for its staying power. @. 3) 

Printed text is the obvious medium of choice in an educational process in which 

the transmission of knowledge fiom expea to learner is standard pedagogy. While the 

text itseIfcan be subject to interpretation by teacher and studenG such mterpretation 

occurs within m w Y  Iimited avenues - predetermined and prescribed courses in a rite of 

passage- 

The Art of Argument 

In schools, text stdves for an acctrrate transmission ofneutral fact fiom one entity 

to another, denying the poIitid chamter of both its message and medium, As Ricardo 

notes "We have come to befieve that if our writing is open to m-on, if it can be 

rendered in d o I d  ways, then it is not probably precise enough, and perhaps 



incorrectly expressed" (Ricardo, 1998, p. 3). Our desire to achieve the 'definitive 

edition' is of course one of the driving reasons for revising the standard textbook every 

five years. Now in its third edition, Ideologies for example' has gone fiom its original 

two authors to the present six. The text exudes authority and expertise, but there may be 

unintended consequences. Expertise engenders greater abstraction in representation and 

for students, increased passivity in the face ofcertainty. "In fact, too often the seductive 

idea that there is a 'right' view leads students to readily embrace the perspective of any 

perceived authority - teacher, textbook, or 'expert' - instead of rea.lizing that students 

themselves need to weigh the evidence, evaluate sources, and come up with 

interpretations and justifications" (Veenema, 1996, p. 6). 

While the idea of a 'right' view is part and parcel of the modernist paradigm it is 

clearly at odds with social studies education. Granted a primary goal of social studies is 

to incuicate students in the vaIues and respons%ilities of democratic citizenship, but 

students are not expected to simply accept this 'right' view. Of much greater importance 

are the qualities of mind and spirit that prepare students for an active role in a changing 

society. Our generation's text has no claim on truth - our ability to interpret and gain 

meaning in the world is specific to time and place. There is no single, stable, immutable 

meaning, as the faatasy of structured data would suggest. Meanings are &ways multiple 

and ambiguous, and mderstariding must continuously be struggled for, and must dways 

be won am&' Poland, 1987, p. 371). 

Social studies hopes to prepare students to take a role in a society that is 

constantly in the process of being recreated as it is interpreted and renegotiated by its 

members. Bnmer (1986) beIieves that society is afonm for negotiating and renegotiating 

m d g  and that it is this aspect that gives its participants a role in constantly making 

and remaking the cnItPre - "an aciive role as participants rather than as performing 

spectators who play out their canonical roles according to ruIe when the appropriate cues 

occd' @. 123). 

"It foUows fiom this view ofcubre as a forum that imfucfion lnto the culture 

through education, if it is to prepare the young for Iife as hed, should also partake of the 



spirit of a forum, of negotiation, of the recreating of meaning" (Bnmer* 1996, p. 123). 

Yet the social studies textbook stands immutable, unchanging, and unresponsive in its 

declaration of essentid knowledge. No Ionger just a resource, its pages lead student and 

teacher alike on a singuIar journey to a common destination. "There is no way around 

the inevitability of conclusions built into the rhetorical structure of a traditional text. By 

curtailing any competing interpretive links that might take the observer to other 

associations - and other conclusions - rhetorical text is not merely argument; it is 

coercion" (Ricardo, 1998, p. 3). 

In The Electronic Word Richard Lanham (1993) promotes the vaIues of a 

rhetorical education based upon the flexibility of its earlier oraI tradition. The rhetorical 

tradition of the cIassicaI system of education prevailed in the West h r n  the Greeks 

onward until it was set aside by the intellectual orientation of modern society. As a 

general theory it promoted an appIied rather than a pure, an interactive rather than a 

passive, conception of the h i d  arts (p. 110). But rhetoric was tied to the 

ktrrnstmtiaIiity of human judgment - a paradigm at odds with modernist certainty, and 

in a society that values certainty, the best defense against circmustantiality is the fixity of 

print, (p. 82). 

The defenses are holding, but with the incrediile explosion of computer 

technoIogy in the past ten years, they are being severely tested. Among the many who 

have championed a vision for computers in education are Luyen Chou,. Robbie 

McClintock,. Frank Moretti, and Don EL Nix (1993) who in Technology mrd Education: 

New Wme in New Bottles claim that %e medimn of print, so long our almost excIusive 

means for preserving knowledge, has yielded siwcant ground to the remarkable 

storage and retried capacities of the computer" @. 1). They argue that the computer has 

shaken the keystone of the modem educational past and that we need to d e h  "a new 

educational future no longer constrained and shaped by the exigencies ofprht/textbook- 

based education" (p. I). 

The storage and retdevd capacities of the computer, while hcreditble, are not 

likely in themselves to have the dramatic effect on education that is envisioned. After d, 



a ribrary of books contained in a CD-ROM may offer certain advantages and 

disadvantages to its patrons, but fimdamentdy it remains a library of books. What is 

new is that the computer has become an incIusive medium capable of connecting various 

media independent ofthe institutions in which they usually appear: written language, 

graphics, and photography fiom book and print culture; audio form radio and telephone; 

and video fiom cinema and television (liestol, 1994, p. 1 16). The hypertextual 

capabilities that senre as the organizational fiamework of computers separates individual 

information technoIogies fiom their comprehensive social, technoIogic& and economic 

apparatuses and mixes them in a manner previously impossible. Consequently topics 

appear in diverse and complex ways and the distinctive character of different forms of 

information is revealed. "By changing the reIationship, between language and figurative 

representation, between text and pictures, hypermedia mates new conditions for 

experiencing information and meaning" (LiestoI, 1994, p. 1 16). 



Chapter Eight 

Hypertext is a system of information management in which data is stored in a 

network of nodes connected by Links. While the term "hypertext" implies that it is a 

system for dealing with plain text it also includes the possibiIity for working with 

graphics and various other media The term "hypemedia" has been coined to desmk the 

i n t e r f i g  of a hypertext program with data in the form of audio or video recording, 

graphics and photographic images as well as text (Man,  1993, p. 337). This multimedia 

dimension permits an extraordinary flexibility in conveying concepts - through words, 
pictures, and sounds, as something that can be built or played as well as read or watched 

In varying degrees d eiectmnicdy mediated exchange participates in the 

hypertext organizing principle. It employs a system of switches or codes that act as links 

that enable the reconstruction of data as recopkable information. This in turn gives 

hypertext one of its centmi characteristics that contrasts with traditional text AU 

traditional text, whether in printed form or in computer files, is sequential, meaning that 

there is a single hear sequence defining the order in which the text is to be read. 

"Hypertext is nonsequential; there is no singIe order that determines the sequence in 

which the text is to be read-.Hypertext presents several different options to the readers, 

and the hdividud reader determines which of them to follow ut the t h e  of reading the 

text" (Nielsen, 1990, p. 1-2). This electronic bking gives the reader a much more active 

rofe dowing him to participate with the author m determining the structure of the text 

Thus, the choices a text presents depend upon the complicity of the reader in creating and 

shaping meaning and narrative" (Joyce, 1995, p. l 1). 

In the process, hypertext dows  the user to navigate through large numbers of 

documents and to c o ~ e c t  these documents or parts ofthe documents m complex ways. 

 many of these documents may be interactive, same may be accessed in a sekontained 

format such as CD-ROM or they can be structmed for use in a network The network too 

can be pazt of a network of networks -the idiomation highway, the Wodd Wide Web. 



Hypertext can also be used to layer Miormation to help users focus in on a 

particular part of a Iarge body of information. A simpIe hierarchicd subject tree can help 

users get increasing detail with each selection of a branch. Of course it could be argued 

that a traditiollal text operates this way a well. The researcher need only employ a typical 

procedure in the search for informatio~q skimming passages, checking the table of 

contents, the index, the glossary, taking notes, and page references - but, hypertext offers 

more precise control. "It is as ifthe print devices used by publishers to make textbooks 

more efficient (indexes, subheadings, dternate tables of contents) have tumed out to be 

evolutionary steps in the inevitable direction of computer-based reading" (Costanzo, 

1989, p 56). 

Scholarly articles benefit as the field of relations and references are clearly Wed, 

individual references are made easy to folIow and the entire field of interconnections is 

made obvious and easy to navigate (Landow, 1992, p. 5). This f ~ e  in itselfis often 

touted as reason enough to justify the use of computers in schools. Umberto Eco's (1996) 

desm0ption of his work with hypertext gives us a practical example: 

With a hypertext, ... I can navigate through the whole encyclopedia I can connect 

an event registered at the beginning with a series of simiIar events disseminated aI 

dong the text, I can compare the beginning with the end, I can ask for the list of 

alI the words beginning by A, I can ask for all the cases in which the name of 

NapoIeon is linked with the one of Kant, I can compare the dates of their birth and 

death - in short, I can do my job in few seconds or few minutes. Hypertexts will 

ceaainly render obsolete encyclopedias and handbooks. In a few CD-ROMs 

(probably soon in a single one) it is possibIe to store more information than in the 

whoIe Encyclopedia Bdumica, with the advantage that it permits crossed 

references and nonehear retnDevaI of information. The whole of the compact 

disks, pIus the computer, wilI occupy one fifth ofthe space occupied by an 

encyclopedia The encyciopedia cannot be transported as the CD-ROM can, the 

encycIopedia cannot be eady updated The shelves today occupied, at my home 

as well as in pubIic l i e s ,  by meters and meters ofencyclopedia couId be 



eliminated in the next fixture, and there will be no reasons to complain for their 

disappearance. (pp. 3-4 ofpart IV) 

The electronic encyclopedia has become a standard computer resource in many 

schools. Its combination ofresearch tools, content, and afTordabZty is an attractive 

learning package that is within reach of most libraries. AU the more so now that one of 

the most reputable resources, the Encydlopedia Britannica is available on the World 

Wide Web, h e  of charge. The development of new hypertext-based applications is a 

growth industry and social studies in particular has been targeted by the purveyors of 

educational resources. 

In its 'Recommended Resources and Applications for the Social Sciences' (a tern 

used to encompass the disciplines of history, social studies, geography, civics, and 

economics), the authors of Integrating Educational Technology into Teaching note that 

''traditiody, facts have driven social science instruction more than any other content 

arean (Roblyer, Edwards, and Havriluk, 1997, p. 287). It is this reliance on dates and 

pIaces and the corresponding capacity of computers to organize and present this 

information effectively that explains the abundance of software that is available for social 

science instruction. The software fds into several broad categories mc1uding: 

Simulations. These tooh conm%ute to both the traditional mode1 of social sciences 

instruction and the issues-oriented approach. Employing a decision-making model 

many simulations contribute to higher-order thinking and cooperative-Ieaming skills. 

Instructiond games. This software is usually directed toward mastering factaal 

information. 

Map utilities. This software allows students to examine cartography m a way that is 

not possiie without technology. It enables students to manipdate and arrange 

geographic data in uniqne and meaningful ways. 

Databases. These programs enabIe students to & through enonnous ~usmtities of 

data with rehive ease whife providing a fhmework in which to examine and 

categorize idionnation, 



Multimedia resources on videodisc and CD-ROM. These resources tap into the 

tremendous storage and search capabilities of computer technology and provide 

students access to a wealth of information. 

Telecomm~cations. Links to the Internet and World Wide web offer a wide variety 

of resources to students including the potential for interactive engagement with other 

students, authors, teachers, explorers, etc. (Roblyer et. al., 1997, p. 287). 

There is no question that much of the software avdable for social studies 

teachers would provide usem resource material and potentidy enriching experiences for 

students, however, there is little that suggests that the use of hypertext would offer 

significantly different learning opportunities than are available with traditional resources. 

As Kommers, Grabinger, and Dunlap (1996) noted, T h e  dominant conception of the 

hypertext form is as a medium for idionnation retrieval, rather than learning @. 38). 

Viewed in this way, hypertext is simply a tool that d o w s  quick access to a lot of 

information. If so, educators would do well to remember Everett-Green's (1997) caution 

"that information is not knowledge, that data are not wisdom, that speed is not 

enlightenment, that electronic media are not intelligent, and that the future never does 

away wholly with the past" @. 209). 

While some resources claim to contniute to higher order thhking, studies that 

have been done on the effect of hypermedia on learning have tended to be inconcIusive 

and contradictory. In Hypermedia and Students ' Achiwement: A MetaAnalysik, Yuen- 

iruang Liao (1999) reports on research on the effects of hypermedia vs. non-hypermedia 

-on on students' achievement. Liao considered the research done by Bain, 

Houghton, Sah, & Carroll (I992), Barnes (I 994), Chen (I993), Delclos, & Hartman 

(1 993), Gretes, & Green (I 994), and Tom (1999, aII of which claimed significant gains 

for hypemedia over non-hypermedia instruction, and compared it with research by 

Azevedo, Shaw, & Bret (I995), Barker (1988), D'lessandro, G a l e  Erkonen, Albanese, 

MichaeIsen, Hmtley, and Tabar (1991) m which no significant differences between 

hypermedia and n o n - h p e d i a  h s t c d o n  was reported. While Liao concluded that 



'%he effects of using hypermedia m instruction are positive over non-hypermedia 

instruction as a whole" (p. 1399), he stressed that his work only suggested that 

improvements in Ieaming are possiile not the factors that truIy affect learning outcomes. 

Hard data supporting the use of hypertext in education is hard to come by, but 

there are theoretical and qdtative characteristics worth noting. In an earlier review of 

research on hypermedia and Ieaming, David Ambrose (1 99 I) included the theoretical 

work of PhiUipo (1989) who, suggests that hypermedia simulates the human mind by 

organizing idiormation by association, Kearsley (1988), who notes that writers have 

emphasized that hypertext matches human cognition, and Jonassen (1988) and 

Marchionini (1988) who in separate works discuss the importance of linking made 

possible through hypermedia. (p. 5 1) 

These are the qualities of the hypertext medium that I find particularly promising 

for learning in social studies - but they are @ties that suggest hypertext works in a 

different way than traditional text These qualitative characteristics and their application 

to social studies are the focus of the following chapters. 



Chapter Nine 

In Computers me not Books, authors ApostoIopodos and Geukes (1999) argue 

that "educational hypermedidmdtimedia is a completely new paradigm and should be 

treated that way" @. 236). They explain that hypermedia is well suited to educational 

and informational purposes because it 

Allows the integration of differendy encoded media, such as text, graphic, audio and 

video 

mows interactivity 

Rovides possibilities for noo-sequentid and even non-hierarchical structures 

Enabies multi-dimensional navigation (hyperlinks, guided tour, glossary) and 

Allows adaptation to the current users prerequisite knowledge and preferred learning 

model. 

Reflecting on their experiences with the DIALECT project that focused on the 

development of educational hypermedia, as well as their compilation of empiricd data, 

the authors conclude that a more radical approach to defining hypermedia is necessary to 

distinguish it ftom textbooks. This is especially important since "educational hypermedia 

is still captured by many old textbook paradigms" @. 240). 

Pcrhaps we shouldn't be surprised that hypertext should first be utilized as a 

"better" textbook. New technologies tend to be used in old ways. The word processor 

fimctions much like an electronic typewriter. A textual database mimics the ofice fXng 

cabinet filled with folders of saved files. Multi-media capabilities are based on the 

workings of overhead projectors, video machines, and slide projectors. Computer- 

assisted instruction poses objectives, readings, and interactive activities that are modeIed 

on the exercises included in printed textbooks. And electronic bdetin boards are just 

what the name implies -a place for posting typed or written messages. But Ewe 

combine the dynamic writing of the word processor with the d v * c  reading of the 

bdetin board or textual database, compIement it with a a d i 0 - W  resources and add the 



interactivity of computer-assisted instruction, then we do have a medium of a new order. 

(BoIter, 1991, p. 6). 

What an electronic text looks like becomes an important consideration in 

achieving its ends as an educational technology. A characteristic of the printed text is of 

course that it is bound in a physicd unit and dependent on the market for distribution. In 

this market, uniform audiences are targeted for a standardized product designed to serve 

their well-defined needs. Consequently, in schools, diversity gives way to the economic 

advantages af5orded by standardization, and streamed courses are implemented to 

"accommodate the needs" of academic and non-academic students. While streaming is of 

concern to many social studies teachers who question whether we are thereby creating 

first and second class citizens, the need for easier reading materials is generally 

acknowIedged to be in the best interests of students who regardless oftheir academic 

abilities, at one time faced a common diploma e x ~ t i o n ,  The subsequent adoption of 

two sequences of study for senior high students was rationalized as an accommodation 

for "students with a wide range of abilities, needs, interests and aspirations" (Alberta 

Education, 1993, Program ofstudies, p. 1). The lower level course is recommended for 

students who will most probably go directly into the work force, the higher level is 

recommended for those plnsuing their studies beyond grade 12. The content, skills and 

attitudes are similar for both sequences, but the approved learning resources differ. 

Non-academic students, seemindy obliviops to their vocation continue to register 

for the higher IeveI course9 as do students for whom EngIish is a second language* WhiIe 

some schools activeIy counseI students to register for courses in keeping with their 

demonstrated abilities, students sti l l  make their own choices based on innuences that 

extend well beyond the cIassroom "Lower level" courses continue to bear the stigma of 

being for "lower level" students. In itself this has impIications for their status as citizens, 

but even assuming a favorable outcome -each stream is denied the m e s s  of 

representation in their studies, that is uItimateIy part of the society for which they are 



It is important to note that the addition of a lower stream of social studies is a 

reIativeIy recent development. The change fiom a single course with a common exam 

came onIy after the program was made compulsory for all students. Streaming was 

adopted as the standard approach to deaIing with issues of grading and class 

management In turn each stream was prescriied the resources felt appropriate for their 

level of ability - standard issue being the textbook, developed as a resource for ail 

students but possibly suited to none. 

An electronic text need not be envisioned in the same way. Its freedom fiom 

binding leaves it open to include a wide range of materials which need not address one 

homogenous group of readers. Consequently hypertext resources may be made to 

accommodate the interests of students with a wide range of abilities and needs; its articles 

may be written on several levels of expertise to suit the needs and background of various 

readers palter, I99 1, p. 7-8). If technoIogy is a determining factor that can affect social 

organization, then hypertext might welI present the conditions for a re-integration of 

academic and non-academic social studies strrams in pursuit of their common goal of 

responsible citizenship. 

Resources that are not Iimited to paper-based documents but explore the full 

gamut of sound and video add fbrther dimeIlSi011~ of meaning in the hypertext 

eneoament. Hypertext extends the range of media which contribute to an understanding 

of ideas thereby reaching a new fblIness of representation. The technology is capable of 

presenting visual, textual, and audio representations of ideas fkom several perspectives 

gIeaned fiom sources limited only by the availability of the medium. Furthermore, a 

range of resources can be used to expIore ideas fkom different perspectives. 

The arresting experiments in educationd mdtimedia that have been produced so 

far ,.. are all radically centrifbgal hypertexts; they spin a worid of information out 

of a single rmitary artistic work or poMcaI topic. They bring their 'prepdon '  

with them at every poinf aim to make the student seKdcient for infoanation, 

able to reach back in time and out m space for the "backgroundn needed to 

understand the 'text' at issue. h their structure and rationaIe, they stand at odds 



with om heretofore unquestioned assumption that the curriculum ought to be 

hear if it possibIy could CentrifbgaI hypertexts ought to work especialIy well if 

we can succeed in using one part of the brain to illuminate the others in new 

ways, so that 'remedial' students who are good with sights or sounds but not with 

words can change media when they get stuck. (Lanham, 1993, p. 133) 

Hmertext and Issues in Social Studies 

Social studies engages students in a delierate and comprehensive examination of 

significant issues in contemporary society. It is a process designed to promote the 

development of critical thinking skills and there is some agreement that hypertext 

supports this endeavour. By its capacity for inclusiveness hypertext contriiutes to the 

search for meaning in that the meaning of a text dtimately requires the inclusion of all 

texts that discuss the same topic from different views (Kornrners et.al., 1996, p. 20). 

Such incIuSiveness better represents the circumstances and dynamics of controvemfSIai 

issues and, "Just as the many transitory digressions of a conversation gradually shape the 

listener's progressive understanding, links Wrewise cannot help but bring about subtle 

Wormat ions  in the emerging interpretation peculiar to the individud reader'' (Ricardo, 

1998, p. 4). John December (1996) similarly notes the potentid for text to expand m 

hypertext, elaborating on itself and adding a texture based re-working of a point of view. 

In effect, the user is immersed in a web of interpretations. 

These mterpretations convey a comprehensive representation ofhuman 

experience which students can choose to investigate, browsing through the images, t e a  

or ref-ce archives. "Here, too, the god is to help more students know an event in its 

complexity7 in ways that encourage richer mental represatations and forms of 

understanding" (Veenema, 1996, p. 6). This goal cannot be achieved to the same extent 

using a textual medium which is bound by physicaI hiitation and bound to the pnrpose 

and perspective of its author and pubfisher. Even the Iength of an argument or description 

is decided by the limits of print it is a reducthe process of representatio~ "In ail reading 



of printed texts the knowledge of the text's physical organization as a fixed entity acts as 

a major element in the reading process, and the unchangeable structure guarantees a 

fkme for the reading- The combination of that-which-is-read, the text, may differ h m  

the order of the signifier, but the physical organization stands as a dominant succession 

that at the most fundamental levei, as a contract, may not be broken" (liestol, 1994, p. 

116). 

Because hypertext is not bound it need not identify a particular readership, or 

adopt a unity of form. Kaplan (1995) recognizes that "a significant feature of hypertext 

enviro~lents is their capacity for inclusion, their comct ion of a vast and necessarily 

&shed collage of documents striving to represent the knowledge (and the won) of a 

discipline" @. 1). Landow (1992) concurs: "because hypertext corpora are inevitably 

open-ended, they are inevitably incomplete. They resist closme, . ..and they also resist 

appearing to be authoritative: they can provide information beyond a srudentrs or 

teacher's wildest expectations, yes, but they can never make that body of information 

appear to be the last and final word" @. 160). 

This characteristic of hypertext lends itseEto a m d g f i d  exploration of issues 

in which opposing viewpoints and dissenting opinions are not artificidy included but 

appear as part of the 11l tapestry of human interaction. Of course their incIusion 

represents a conscious decision made by the developer. While the hypertext environment 

appears virtudIy boundless its use can be limited and prescriid to specific objectives. 

Hypertext can simply be an "added feature" made to f m t e  the workings of the printed 

textbook In this way the extraordinary p ~ s s i i ~ e s  of hypertext could be subsumed by 

the exigencies of the modernist ccIassroom and a potentidy Liiting technology couid 

find itseIfbound by traditional practice. 

Hmertext and Context 

This debate over the use of h m x t  centas on the structure ofthe application in 

which it is being used In one form hypertext serves as a structure for what does not yet 



exist, its form - a product of the individual interests and needs of the user. While some 

might see this as a hierating characteristic, others would argue that it is tantamotmt to 

abandoning students to their own devices divorced fiom a meaningfur context within 

which to filshion a comprehensive knowledge of human enterprise. cbDisorientati~n, 

confusion, and the lack of inherent coaching go with the fkedom to browse dong and the 

openness for students to fill in their own Lines of thought" (Kommers et al., 1996, p 44). 

Birkerts (1994) has strong reservations about the ability of students to benefit 

from hyper teW representations. They are, he believes, anticontexhlal. "They open the 

field to new widths, constandy expanding relevance and reference.. .The positive effect, 

of course, is the creation of new levels of collnection and integration; more and more 

variables are brought into the equation. But the danger shouId be obvious: The horizon, 

the limit that gave definition to the parts of the narrative, will disappear. . . .The context 

will widen until it becomes, in effect, everything?" (pp. 16-17). Birkerts' reservations 

are of particular concern in social studies. As one of the Humanities, it ultimately seeks 

to fashion a comprehensive narrative that contniutes to an understanding of one's 

community and one's world Wlthout a defining context, citizenship risks losing all 

meaning and citizenship education might simply prepare the ground for a 

counterproductive f i * sm.  

This dispute between the guidance of a prescriptive structure and learner controI 

is the focus of many research reports on hypertext- Kommers (1996) notes for example, 

that the designers of an authoring system are currently conducting research on the 

learning capabilities of secondary students within hypertext study environments and the 

extent to which some form of guidance may be needed (Anderson-hum, 1989; Becker 

& Dwyer, 199% Chung Bt Reigeluth, 1992; Shin, 1994) Qommers et d., p 43). The 

issue, however, is not as pronounced as Bkkerts has made it. While many educators 

support a position of giving littIe i n f o d o n  to stcuients in the act of discovery - they 

never the Iess provide the materials and resources that are part ofthe in-, and they 

themselves support the investigative process. 



Reflecting on this debate, Perkins (1992) gives us a reasonable middle ground, 

noting that education that withholds a guiding principle would prove "grossly inefficient 

and ineffective, ffailiag to pass on in straightforward ways the achievements of the past' 

@. 50). McGann (1995) is even more specific: "to say that a HyperText is not centrally 

organized does not mean . . . that the HyperText structure has no governing order@), even 

at a theoretical level. Cleariy such a structure has many ordered parts and sections, and 

the entirety of the structure is organized for directed searches and analytic operations. In 

these respects the HyperText is always structured according to some initiai set of design 

plans that are keyed to the specific materials in the HyperText, and the imagined needs of 

the users of those materials" (p. 1 I). In a practical sense, Man (1993) adds, "As a 

designer of hypermedia curdculum materials, I am creating contexts for study rather thaa 

hear sequences of hstru&on" (p. 342). 

These "contexts for study" may well broaden to mhagimble levels (as has, for 

example, the World Wide Web), but they are constantly recoutextudized in the act of 

reading. Bolter (1991) gives the example of databases containing text of vast proportion 

and complexity that offer millions of combinations of artides that some reader at 

some time request. No one reader consults the entire database, each retrieves only those 

passages that satisfy the search. "A reader who consults the New York Times Information 

Service does not want to read every articIe in the database; the student in computer- 

assisted instruction does not need or want to read every response the computer has to 

offer for every possible wrong answer. The reader exercises choice at every moment in 

the act of reading" @. 8). 

Ofcourse the reader could simply be browsing but even this may also not be as 

ptlrposefess as it may appear. RoseIIo (1994) argues with a particularly appropriate 

metaphoric approach that Travelers who do not go anywhere, apparently% do not need 

maps- .. . Their wanderings are not tdps, and we may fed that there is no meaning to their 

aimlessness. But this meanhgIessness ceases as soon as the observer wants to make 

sense of the trajectory" (p. 134). 



Hvpertext and Postmodernism 

In Word Perjiecf: Literacy in the Computer Age, Myron Tumaa (1 995) refers to 

the work that George Landow has done in developing hypertextual environments and 

argues that students who wander through and connect the links in such a web are 

engaging in the central activity of education - the development of independent 

thinking" @p. 53-66). As this is a fundamental educatioxld goal and, in social studies, 

one that is basic to the god of respo~l~~i le  citizenship, it follows that social studies would 

benefit from the development and use of hypertext resources. 

Landow (1 994) believes reader control is an essential characteristic of hypertext 

for without it "developers can destroy the educational value of hypertext with 

instructional systems that alienate and dis-orient readers by forcing them down a 

predetermined path as if they were rats in a maze" @. 178). Landow also considers the 

quantity of infomation accessible in a hypertext environment to be important since it 

simuitaneously protects readers against constraint aud requires them to read actively, to 

make choices. "A third liberating and empowering quality of hypertext appears in the 

fact that the reader also writes and Links, for this power, which removes much of the gap 

in conventional status ~Iations between reader and author, permits readers to read 

actively in an even more powerfid way - by annotating documents, arguing with them, 

leaving their own traces. As Iong as any reader has the power to enter the system and 

Ieave his or her mark, neither the tyranny of the center nor that ofthe majority can 

impose itseIf" @. 178). This is an empowering qnality of hypertext that can heIp fke 

students fbm the hegemony of domitlant Westem peqectives. It is a perspective that 

embraces Lyotard's concept of a decentraIized, muItip1e "Iittie narrativity" of postmodem 

cnlttJre. 

h the survey of socid studies teachers in Alberta, here was considerabIe supprt 

expressed for the incInsion ofsuch topics as Aboriginal d t u r e  and issues, women's 

experiences and issues, mdticd- anti-racist education, aad broadening the 



curriculum beyond a Eurocentric perspective (Smits and Boo& p. 3). Such concerns are 

very much part of a postmodem view that "ceIebrates the interconnectedness of 

knowledge, learning experiences, international communities, the naturaI world, and life 

itself" (SIattery, 1995, p. 175). The authors of the report note that teachers recognized 

"the need for curnurncdum and instructional approaches which could more adequately heIp 

students understand the natlne of the world as it has emerged in the Lifetimes of students" 

(Srnits and Booi, p. IS), and add that "the social studies curr icdw has perhaps not kept 

up with the realities of a changing, what some callpos~odern, world" (Smits and Booi, 

p. 15). 

IronicalIy, hypertext, with its modernist roots seems the perfect vehicIe with 

which to pursue such postmodemist goals. Of course there is resistance, "Hum~s t s  are 

such natural Luddites aud have become so used to regarding technology -and especially 

the computer - as the enemy that it takes some temerity to call the personal computer a 

possible fi.iendr) (Lanham, 1993, p. 23). But, as Lanham postulates, there is a remarkabIe 

convergence of social, technological, and theoretica1 pressures that suggest that may just 

be the case @. 23). Hypertext technology may well help teachers achieve some long- 

standing gods of social studies. The Program of Studies clearly states that students will 

need to be practiced at using a variety of skilIs and strategies with which to cope with a 

changing society. It endorses a methodology that repIaces the concept of learners as 

receivers of information with a view of Ieamers as ~e~motivated, sell-directed problem 

sohers and decision makers who are deveioping the skills necessary for Ieaming and who 

develop a sense of seEworth and contidence in their abiIity to participate in a changing 

society (AIberta Education, 1993, p. I). With hypertext we have a tool with which to 

p ~ * =  this phiIosophy of learning. 



Chapter Ten 

Students &g use ofhypertext systems participate actively in the activity as 

reader-authors. By choosing individuaI paths through Linked media students create a new 

text which might be far different then anything envisioned by those who contnied to 

the linked sources of information. Consequently hypermedia learning systems place 

more responsibility on the learner for accessing, sequencing and deriving meaning from 

the information (Landow, 1994, p. 121). In short, hypermedia users are actively engaged 

in the act of learning. "For its advocates, hypertext is a medium for literate exchange that 

tculy engages students, lifting them out of the passivity and lethargy associated with 

being only the receivers of other people's prepackaged ideas" (Tuman, 1995, pp. 53-66). 

In Hypermedia Leamiirg Enviromnents: Imn~cn'onal Design and Integration, a 

survey of notable research incIudes work by Tiemey (1989) that confirms many of the 

conceptually defined arguments in the Iiterature expIaining why hypertext can play a 

crucial role in the shift fkom "learning by consumption to ieaming by exploration and 

construction, Anderson-Inman (I 989) writes: 

One ofthe most important factors influencing whether or not studying will 

actually lead to knowIedge acquisition is the degree to which students become 

activeIy involved in trying to make sense out of the material to be presented. This 

involvement might be in the form of fiequent interaction and decision making 

with respect to the content bemg studied or it might be the reorganization in 

persody meaningfur ways" (p.27). 

A more global evduation was part of the AppIe CIassroom of Tomorrow (ACOT) in 

which Tiemey (1989) summarizes "The Influence of Hypecard on Students' Thkkhg.'' 

The study examined a schooI project in which pairs of ACOT 10th graders chose a 

chapter h m  a biology textbook and deveIoped a study guide using hypertext in the form 

of H M a r d .  These were the red&: 



I. Readers tended to go beyond a regimented concern for facts and expIored ideas and 

issues of interest, 

2. Strategies for learning appeared less hear than traditional reading Eom text on 

paper. For example, students reading the hypertext stack were apt to pause to 

consider alternative explanations or check emerging understandings. 

3. Readers referred more often to visual representations to clarify, eniarge, or check 

understandings. 

4. Hypertext appeared to make ideas more accessible. 

5. Hypertext appeared to have motivational qualities that the regular textbooks did not 

have. (Kommers et al., 1996, p. 43) 

Of come, this is not hard data, but it offers an intriguing description of a learning 

process that would be welcome in any social studies classroom. 

Makina Connections 

In OfTwo M i d ,  Hypertext Pedagogy andPoetics, Joyce (1995) acknowledges 

that the educational potential of hypertext has been accompanied by controversy and 

contention, "Some see hypertext as amther way of reading; some see it as a new way of 

knowing - yet what is read and who should know what are both in dispute" (p. 26). In a 

review titled Alternate viavs and cautionary tales - or the great "and/@and " Joyce 

writes that some theorists and writers have taken up the utopian promise ofvisionaries 

such as Vannevar Bush and Ted Nelson, and argued that hypertext's new ways of 

knowing offer, % shape a digitaI culture of empowerment and difference"''. Joyce 

himseIf argues for a "comtmctive hrpertext" as "a struc~ne for what does not yet exist" 

@. 26). This vision for the h e  application of hypextext is one not fm removed h m  its 

P a  
Vannevar Bush is credited with envisioning hypertext over forty years ago. His 

ideas stemmed k m  the &&t that our ability to enormousIy extemd the hmnan record 



was not matched with a corresponding fmility to consult i t  As McGann (1995) puts it 

'Tfthe coming of the book vastly increased the spread of knowledge and information, 

history has slowIy revealed the formal limits of all hardcopy's informationd and critical 

powers. The archives are sinking in a white sea of paper" (p. 2). 

Bush's (1945) vision, however, extended beyond the technical problem of 

extracting data for the purposes of scientific research; it involved the entire process by 

which man profits by his inheritance of acquired knowledge. It was grounded in the idea 

that cognition is by natlne an associ-ative process (p. 11). Bush believed that modemist 

systems of indexing were based on artificially constructed classifications and hierarchies 

of information that required cumbersome rdes and procedures just to get at the data. 

Furthermore, the process had to be repeated every time additiod information was 

required. Bush believes that 'The human mind does not work that way. It operates by 

association, With one item in its grasp, it snaps instantly to the next that is suggested by 

the association of thoughts, in accordance with some intricate web of trails canied by the 

cells of the brain" @. 13). What was needed was a method of "associative indexing, the 

basic idea of which is a provision whereby any item may be caused at will to select 

immediately and automatically another" @. IS). 

A fiction in Vannevat Bush's time, an electronic process of associative indexing 

has to a great extent been ~aIized m hypertext In Hypemedia Lemrring Edomnents, 

Kommers, Grabinger, and Dunlap (1996) descfli the workings of the system, "An 

associative link searches for information related to (or associated with) a specific node, 

word, or phrase. A set of associations creates a web or network of Merent kinkinds of 

related information that can be accessed fbm multipIe points within the program. 

... These associative reIatiomhips are often defined more by the needs of the users than 

by the content. They permit users to jump across different nodes and program sections 

to find infommtion pertinent to their needs and i.teresW(p. 95). They allow users to 

make connections, and as Bush (1945) claimed 'The process oftying two items together 

is the important thing" (p. IS). 



Just how important is emphasized by Joe Khcheloe. Author of Getting Beyond 

the Fms, a commentary on the teaching of social studies, and Towmd a Critcal Politics 

of Teacher Thinking, a critical study of education in a postmodem context, KincheIoe 

(1993) argues the importance of connnectiveness in education. He writes, 

Education invoIves introducing a student to modes of being and acting in the 

world that are new to his or her experience. -this separates education fiom 

training or indoctrination. From this perspective the physical and social worlds 

are seen as dynamic webs of interco~ected components. None of the parts of the 

webs are kdarnental, for they follow the dance of their relationship with the 

other parts. The nature of their intercomections shapes the form the larger web 

takes. @. 152) 

Interestingly, KincheIoe7s reference is not to the networking capabilities of 

computers, nor the WorId Wide Web; he is simply referring to the need for educators to 

make connections, and to recognize the importance of making co~ections in the 

development of the creative and inteIIectuaI capacities of the student. la social studies it 

is imperative since "The key to historid interpretation - making sense out of history - is 
to find connections between events" (Kincheloe, 1989, p. 183). 

KincheIoe (1993) regards this as an essential c ~ e n * s t i c  of education and one 

m y  grounded m postmadem thought He holds the modemist impulse ~sponsibIe for 

the compartmentd.kation of knowledge and the failure to recognize the importance of 

context in creating meaning. He supports this view by noting that in Democraw und 

Educahbn "John Dewey ... argued that many thinkers regard knowIedge as seff- 

contained, as compIete in itself. KMwIedge, Dewey contended, codd never be viewed 

outside the context of its relarioruhip to other information" (p. 163). Critical of what 

passed in his day as aqpidion of knowIedge, Dewey concluded "an individual is a 

sophisticated thinker m the degree to which he or she sees an event not as something 

isorated but in its connection with-the common experience of mdkd'' @. 163). Socia1 

studies o f f i  abundant opportunities to mske connections between the humanities and 



the natural and physical sciences as well as the socid sciences. T h e  human adventure 

extends to all these areas" (Femnhore and Titnmta~, 1990, p. 13). 

While this might seem a natural fit for hypertext, Kincheloe (L989) has 

reservations about the use of computers in modemist educational paradigms. He believes 

that such settings would simply promote their use as purveyors of knowledge that require 

nothing more of schools than a regulatory senrice. The computer would be programmed 

to W e r  an "essential body of informationy' to students who are given the impression 

that al l  inquiry is designed to achieve one right answer. Technicians would in turn 

employ computer technology in the task of accomplishing behavioral objectives and 

improving test scores. These connections are easily made; instructional multimedia data 

can be W e d  to instructional objectives that are in turn linked to learning activities. The 

instruction can be directed by Iimiting the connections that users are free to make and by 

positively reinforcing progress toward the correct understandings. Greater assurance of 

achieving the prescribed objectives can be gained by connecting the learning activities to 

an interactive test which checks for right answers. Kincheloe's fear is that the use of the 

computer for the ingestion and recitation of fact wouId Ieave students with "the 

impression that they are neither allowed nor cpdified to offer their own interpretations, 

and that they must senle for the pronouncements of the expertsy' @. 296). 

Kincheloe refers to the work of Seymour Papea noting that he too is frightened 

by the use of the computer as an instrument which gives students practice in answering 

multiple choice questions about the meaning of text Papert of course envisions a 

d i f f i t  role for computers - one that allows d e n t s  to program and control their 

d o n s .  This suggests a non-technocratic application oftechnobgy, and a fimdamental 

difference in educational phiIosophy. 

Papert (1992) believes there is a tension between technicaIizing and not 

technicalking education. He writes The institution of the School, with its daily Iesson 

p h ,  fixed cucricdum, standardized tests, and other such paraphemaIia tends constantly 

to reduce Ieaming to a series of technicd acts and the teacher to the role of a technician. 



Of course, it never £idly succeeds, for teachers resist the role of technician and bring 

warm, naturaI human reIationships into their ~Iassrooms'~ (pp. 55-56). 

Since critics accuse the computer of producing uniformity through automation, it 

is tempting to identifil computers as the instruments of technicians, however it must be 

remembered that much of what Kincheloe and Papert object to can be Linked to a 

technology fong utilized in social studies classrooms - the textbook Computers may 

represent a leap in the potential for technicalized educatiod practice, but as Papert 

notes, they also afford the oppormnity to move in new directions - directions that 

challenge the W t i o n d  roles of teachers, students, and schools. 

New directions may be precisely what social studies teachers in Alberta are after. 

Smits and Booi (1997) noted that "while teachers are generally supportive of the broad 

and important goals of citizenship, inquiry, decision-making, understanding values, and 

the inclusion of current events, there is also broad concern about the imtmctionaI means, 

time, and material resources to achieve these goals" @. 19). Taken together with their 

expressed concerns about the voIume of content, the narrowing ofthe curriculum in ways 

that do not speak to issues of student ability, background, cultural and other forms of 

diversity, and the constraints of dipIoma/achievement testing, the stage may well be set 

for a hdamentd restructuring of the traditional educational environment. There is 

reason to believe that hypertext technology wiII heIp set this direction. 



Chapter Eleven 

An alternative to a tightly structured sequentially liaked, and objectively bound 

methodology, is one that encourages students to Iook for connections. Papert (1992) 

believes that this approach leads to a range of interesting questious about the connectivity 

of knowledge. 

It even suggests that the dehberate part of Ieaming consists of making connections 

between mental entities that already exist; new mental entities seem to come into 

existence in more subtle ways that escape conscious controI. However that may 

be, thinking abut the interconnectivity of knowledge suggests a theory of why 

some knowledge is so easily acquired without deliberate teaching. . . . This 
suggests a strategy to facilitate learning by improving the connectivity in the 

learning environment, by actions on cultures rather than on individuals @p. I04 

105). 

By way of example, Papert (1992) notes that Ieaming difEcdties are typicaIIy 

viewed as deficiencies of specific items ofknowledge -a condition which, it is believed, 

can be corrected by supplying them. He suggests that what is redy required is an 

environment that encourages making co~ections between different elements of what is 

already known. Learning is a personal act that b d d s  on what is already known. (p. 165). 

In recent years this view of Iearning has been the focus of cognitive psychology. 

As reviewed in Hypermedia Learning EMonmentrsr I ~ c t i o n a I  Design and 

Integration specific research into knowledge acqaisition fkom textuaI information shows 

"that Ieamers incorporate new i d t o d o n  into existing knowledge structures (Anderson, 

1977 Goetz & ArmbNSter, 1980; Spiro, 1980; Symons & PressIey, 1993). In other 

words, what readers actualIy Ieam h m  texttd i n f o d o n  is controUed maiaIy by the 

acthation of their prior IcnowIedge. B d o r d  and Johnson (1973) and Frederiksen 



(1975,1977a, 1977b) went even hther when they described knowledge growth as a 

process of construction rather than acquisition" (Kommers et al., 1996, p. 48). 

In this constructivist view of cognition, the leaner builds an internal 

representation of knowledge, a persond interpretation of experience. T h i s  representation 

is constantly open to change, its structure and linkages forming the foundation to which 

other knowledge structures are appended. Learning is an active process in which 

meaning is developed on the basis of experience.. .. ConceptuaI growth comes from the 

sharing of multiple perspectives and the simultaneous changing of our internal 

representations in response to those perspectives as well as through cumulative 

experience" (Bednar, 1992, p. 21). Constructivism resists the traditional role of teacher 

as provider of knowledge; instead it highlights a need for teachers to be prepared to 

respond to the interests of different Learners and to have resources which f d t a t e  

different needs. 

This social concept of cognition seems well suited to social studies education. The 

program of studies encourages students to consider a broad range of perspectives, 

alternative viewpoints, and foreign experience in their investigation of significant issues. 

Furthermore, teachers have expressed their concern that the curriculum shodd speak to 

issues of ability, background, cuIturaI and other forms of diversity in order to foster 

student interest and learning (survey, 17). Accepting a constructivist approach in social 

studies would place greater emphasis on dowing students to take controI of their own 

Ieaming. This in turn implies that they will then make their own decisions about how to 

approach tasks and which resources to use - a m*que strategy in keeping with their 

individuaL needs. In this contea there is no one best way to approach a topic and 

flexibility becomes a key pedagogical requirement. In tum, access to resources becomes 

a practicd concern. 

Hypertext has both the fIexiiXty and capacity to support constructivist strategies, 

but m and of itself hypertext cannot determine the uses to which it may be put- It is a 

technoIogy that dews for constrnctive purposes, but elso one that may be thomugMy 



scripted giving only the iUusion of control. In this form, hypertext would do little more 

than mimic the textbook as a tool of control. Consequently Joyce (1995) argues for a 

'%onstructive hypertext", that allows students to create, change, and compare sources in 

their search for meaning @. 43). It would provide the means whereby the accumulated 

knowledge of society can be accessed and used to forge new ideas and understandings 

that are inherently unique to the individual user. Used in this way it becomes a tool 

which supports the manipulation of knowledge in the act of critical thinking - a basic 

goal of social studies. As Landow (1992) explains, "a major component of criticai 

thinking consists in the habit of seeking the way various causes impinge upon a single 

phenomenon or event and then evduatiug their relative importance, and hypertext 

encourages this habit" @. 126). 

While the hypertext environment places more responsibility on the learner for 

accessing and deriving meaning h r n  the information it also caIIs upon the teacher to 

respond in flexile ways - abandoning the rigid s t r u m  of lesson plans and pre- 

programmed objectives. The implications of this change in locus of control over leaming 

are discussed in Hjpennedia Lemning Environments: Imtrucriuna~ Design mrd 

Integratrbn* MerrilI argues that the quality of learning wilI be better m the learner- 

contro11ed condition because it will inevitably be more compatible with the learner's 

preexisting schemata and repertoire of learning skills. Ausubel too sees enormous 

advantage to be gained by passing on 5structionaI controI to the learner in that the 

learner becomes active. Active Learning implies a greater depth and breadth of 

processing which in turn will Iead to more durabIe memory. (Aasubel, 1963, pp. 55-63) 

(Kommezs et d., 1996, pp. 44-45). 

Active Iearning is not W e d  to the use of hypertext, In a constructivist 

framework we must remember, "conceptual growth comes fkom the sharing of multiple 

perspectives and the simultaneous changing of om internaI representations in response to 

those as well as through cumulative experience (Bednart 1992, p. 21). The 

focns here is on the social dimensions of 1-g- In social studies, stdents most often 

intexact when discussing signiscant k e s .  For most students the discussion is b d  on 



information gleaned from the text and other resources which have been made available 

for classroom use. This prepares them for discussion, but one which is characterized by 

variations in the delivery of preconceived ideas rather than variations in perspective. In 

this social space mastery is rewarded and the form subverted to a public stage. 

In a hypertext environment the active learner is not just the reader of information, the 

boundary between author and reader blurs as the reader determines the order and 

principle of investigation. The information that is chosen is consciously connected with 

the intention of the reader, its substance a meanin@ link to individual understanding. 

Furthermore, hypertext supports a mdticentered approach to Ieaming allowing readers to 

contriiute their comments and ideas to a larger fonrm, thereby developing the habits of a 

community of learners, and demonstrating that a large part of any investigation rests on 

the work of others (Landow, 1992, p. 179). The process supports the development of 

skills upon which the presentation of coherent and r n h a  thought rely. 'Ihe 

selection, evaIuation, and organization of information are essential to any act of public 

expression; hypertext makes this both an individual process and one which contriibutes to 

the representation of muItipIe perspectives. 

In TechnoIogy and Education: New Wine in New Bottles, the authors describe this 

as a change fiom the modem to the postmodem: 

In the modern school each student focuses as much on others as on the work at 

hand in order to catch a glimpse of where coI.Ieagws are in the race to master the 

same i n f o d o n .  In the postmodem school the information resources will be 

expanded and the points of departure multiplied to a degree that each student wilI 

mvel a path distinctly her own, albeit within the orbit of a single qyestion/area of 

investigation. The leaming environment wilI be composed of students seeking to 

pursue individual questions and then coming together to cootdinate their redts. 

Cooperation wiII foIIow the llaturaI need to un-d. When students travel 

hdiv idd  paths within a singie cornpIex and multidimensional subject area, they 

will* out of their own deep sense of insdECiency~ seek to compiement their own 

work with that of others. (CJiou et. aI., 1993, p. 4) 



There are M e r  implications to the use of hypertext in a constructivist approach 

to Ieaming. Since the user is critically aware of the knowledge he encounters; he is in a 

position to acquire a sense of what Bruner (1986) calls "reflective intervention''. This 

sense requires that the Ieamer controls and selects knowledge as needed In the act the 

Ieamer becomes a user rather than a consumer of information @. 132). In turn this creates 

the condition for reflection and distancing from the information. These are crucial 

aspects for achieving a sense of the range of possible stances to the material one 

encounters. In social studies it is a metacognitive step that allows for a meaningfd 

sharing of perspectives. In the process "we re-externalize ideas and make them 

continuous rather than discrete, reciprocal rather than empowered, contextual rather than 

hierarchical. Value once again becomes embedded in the socia1 fabric rather than the 

product for consumption" (Joyce, 1995, p. 123). 

These ideas are of enormous importance to a discipline that concerns itselfwith 

the development of qualities of democratic citizenship. Free thinking, independent- 

minded, responsiible citizens must be capabIe of refl ecting on their own circumstance. It 

is no easy task "we are never independent of the social and historicaI forces that surround 

us; we are aIl caught at a particular point in the web of reaIity. The post-formal project is 

to understand what that point in the web is, how it constructs our vantage point, and the 

ways it insidiously d c t s  our vision" (Ktncheloe 1993, p. 158). 



Chapter Twelve 

Case stdies account for much of the content that is used in social studies to 

illustrate ways of doing things, and to compare different approaches to common 

problems. The positions which students take on issues such as: 'To what extent shouId 

governments intervene in the economy', are, to some extent, developed with reference to 

case studies. Thus Swedish and Japanese economic policy might serve as guides to 

policies which students themseIves are prepared to defend 

Used in this way, the case study is a source of information that may be targeted to 

a particular application. Familiarity with different cases provides the basis on which 

sidarit ies and differences can be found so that the information becomes instrumental to 

solving fimne probiems requiring simiIar soIutrCons. For example, Margaret Thatcher's 

supply side policies in England had striking simiIarities with Ronald Reagan's economic 

program in the United States. The two cases can be seen to provide a solution for certain 

kinds of economic problems. 

It has become part of accepted practice in social studies to evaluate students on 

their ability to draw on information from case studies such as these in order to defend a 

position on an issue using appropriate evidence. The more appropriate the evidence, the 

more it wilI serve an explanatory role - most often by way of analogy. "The power of 

d o g y  to create similarities makes it a too1 for many purposes - for solving problems, 

comtructhg expIanations, and creating evocative metaphors. It dso makes it a tool for 

argument and persuasion" (Holyoak and Thagard, 1995, p. 10 I). 

h Mental Leaps: Analogy in Creative Thought, Keith Holyoak and Paul Thagard 

investigate the roIe of analogy in decision-making* Their work builds on the ideas of 

Linguistic theorists such as Geotge Lakoff (1980) who argues that metaphors are among 

the prk@aI vehicIes for understanding and that "they play a central roIe in the 

constnrction of social and poIitical reaIity" (p. 159). Borrowing on the idea that 

"om conception ofthe worid is ia large part a matter of om own creation" @. IOI), 

Holyoak and Thagard (1995) expIain how analogy heIps to build understanding by 



molding the way a person thinks about a ''target d o g " .  In the process, similar 

situations are aligned creating relationships which increasingly lead to the targa as being 

seen as another example of "the same kind ofthing" a s  the source is understood to be (p. 

10 1). In this way, andogs can be seen as exampIes of a common category that provides a 

soIution to a problem bearing similar characteristics. In turn "Ieanring can occur when 

schema5 are formed fiom the source and target to capture those pattems of relational 

strum in the analogs that are most relevant to the purpose of the analogy" (p. 137). 

The Use of Analoev in Social Studies 

The diploma exam for grade 12 social studies includes a written-response section 

in which students are required to discuss the importance and complexity of an issue and 

rationally defend their position by using supportive, relevant evidence (Examiner's 

Report, 6). In defending their position, students wilI adopt strategies meant to be logical 

and persuasive - often purposefUy massaging the evidence to emphasize a characteristic 

that is most likely to establish an isomorphic relationship between "the lesson of history" 

and its target. T h e  crucial part of the structure will be higher-order relations, such as 

"explain" and "cause", that are intended to carry over f?om the expIanatory source to the 

target to be explained. As in decision making, in which analogies and decisions can be 

SimuItaneously evaluated, evaluating the explanatory coherence of hypotheses goes hand 

m hand with evaluating the quaIity of the analogies that provide part of the support for 

the hypotheses" (Holyoak and Thagard, 1995, p. 174). The scoring rubric for the exam 

refers to this as the 'quality of exampIeY, a category integrally linked to the arguments 

used by students in their 'defense of position'. 

In the diploma exam this form of analogical reasoning takes place within a 

predetermined hmework of eqxctations. The program of studies cIedy identifies the 

major thanes of study and it is has become established that issues raised as part 

ofthe evaluation have a good &cdm f i t  The issue, however, is never r e p e w  some 

aspect, sometimes a reference to a time period, sometimes a reference to a partic& 



circumstance or specific criteria, changes with each exam. Although students may 

prepare for the issue in a general sense, they are on their own when faced with the actual 

exam. At this time they are "expected to make use of their criticd and creative thinking 

skills to demonstrate compIex and independent thought" (Alberta Education, January 

1995, Examiner's Report, p. 6). 

The Examiner's Comments on January and June writings offer some insight into 

student performance on the written component of the exam. In the Ermniner 's Reportfor 

June 1994, the Examiner's Comments include these observations: 700 many students 

demonstrated serious conceptuaI confbsion", and later "[there] was a troubling tendency 

by some students to oversimplify or distort historical events for the sake of advancing 

their positions' '(pp. 7-8). 

In the Euniner's Reportfir Jmary  1995, the Examiner writes that there has 

been a noted "growth in the effectiveness and thoughtfihess of the students' position 

papers.. ." the papers are longer and focus on a wide range of specific and relevant 

historicaI examples and case studies @. 7). Later, however, he notes that ''more 

contemporary examples ... were developed with less elaboration and, in fairness, likely 

aIl outside the scope of major course textbooks" @. 7). Of concem to the Examiner was 

the fact that the "exploration of the issue remains problematic for many students who 

regard matters in clearly "black and white" terms. Elaboration of any perceived 

dgtdicance or complexity concerning an issue often evaporated into sqm5ciaIity or 

understatement.. ," (p. 7,)). 

I .  June of 1996, the Examiner comments that W e r s  were patticuIarIy 

impressed by the range of exarnpIes cited and their effective empIoyment in support of 

positions and argumentsn @. 7). There was concem, however, with the failure of 

d e n t s  to address the specific issue ass~*gned, "these essays, therefore, tended to be 

somewhat less focused than would be desired b* mnetheIess, contained idionnation and 

argumentation relevant to the broader issue'' (p. 7). 

In January, 1997, concem was exprpssed in reg& to "the failure of many 

students to address the speci6.c question being asked. These students seem to have 



adopted the practice of writing a 'generic' essay that addresses the essay topic in a fairIy 

general fashion while not specifically answering the ac:tual assigned essay question. The 

resulting essays tend to be over-generaIized and unfocused, failing to achieve the 

potential suggested by their factual content'' @. 7). 

Again in June of 1997, "students achieving the acceptable standard supported 

their position with several adequate arguments. Although these arguments lacked in 

elaboration and depth of understandingy they were co~ected to the issue under 

discussion and the position taken" @. 8). 

And f k d y y  in the Annual Report on the diploma examhations program for 1996- 

97 and 97-98, the Examiner repeats this remark verbatim, "many of the students who just 

met the acceptable stanhd had difficulty dealing with the complexity of the task 

.. .Typically, these students presented Iargeiy descriptive essays containing both relevant 

and irrelevant detail" @p. 37,38). 

To be f&, those students who score well and achieve the "standard of excellencey' 

write superior papers that provide evidence of critical thinking, but this cannot be said for 

those who achieve at the "acceptable level" - that is the majority of students (typically 

67% of the total). The implications for these r d t s  go far beyond their use as a measure 

of achievement IfsociaI studies is assigned the task of preparing students for their role 

as citizens - a great deal hinges on deveioping their abihties to think critically. The fm 

that a good many students fail to appreciate the complexity of issues and fbrthermore, fd 

to use evidence in anything more than a general way suggests that this is not happening. 

Citizens who fd either to appreciate the compIexity of issues in contemporary society, or 

who draw upon oversimpIified andogies to understand them are, I would suggest, ill- 

eqyipped to participate in the democratic process. 

Teachers, and sodd studies teachers m particular, are we11 aware of the problems 

inherent m adopting a simpIXed worldview. When questions of social r e s p o l l ~ t % ~ ~  the 

districbution of wealth, the preservation ofresources, the deveiopment and maintenance of 

hbtmdme, and the roIe of government are reduced to a matter of household 

accotmtin~ the bottom Iine on the balance sheet is tmLkeIy to represent a thoughtfbl 



solution. Yet such simpIe solutions to complex problems have widespread appeal and 

popular opinion speaks with a loud voice. 

Volume is unfortu~tely a poor guide of direction. And while it might be 

supposed that genenibtiom could be formed on the basis of previous h u m  history, 

the sheer complexity of human a t f i  makes it extmorchariIy difEcuIt to h d  lessons for 

current concerns. Empires grow and collapse, nations rise and fd, economies grow and 

shrink; the global conditions are too dynamic, change too unpredictable, the peculiarities 

of foreign crises too huge and too fluid to render an appendix of appropriate solutions. 

In social studies, it is assumed that historical fm reveal concepts fiom which 

generdkations may be drawn. For example, fiom a study of the motives and forms of 

codiontation taken by belligerent nations in the twentieth century, students are expected 

to develop an understanding of the concept of "confrontation" and develop the 

generahation that "intematiod coni?ontatioas arise from a variety of motives and result 

in d i f f in t  types of interactions" (Alberta Education, 1993, Program of Studies, p. 52). 

This generabtion, as with most others in social studies, is broadly based and recognizes 

the need for students to study and appreciate a variety of motives that may affect a 

particular circumstance. It does not in itseifsuggest a come of action. Concurrently, the 

diploma exam calls upon students to recognize the complexity of the isme that they 

choose to address and the scoring rubric itself offers no direction to nor incentive for a 

"right' answer. Yet, students continue to over-simplify cornpiex issues and offer broad 

and generabed evidence in support oftheir positions. 

The Oversim~lification of Complex lssues 

The research done by Holyoak and Thagani (1995) on the role of analogies in 

1-g may off= some expIanati011 of this phenomenon. In what they tem the 

"mnIticonstraint theory" they explain that there are three broad classes of constraint that 

guide the use of analogy. Fm analogy is @ded by direct M a r i t y  ofthe elements 

mvoLved in the source and target. Second, the d o g y  is guided by a need to establish a 



set of consistent, one-to-one correspondences between the elements of the source and 

target. Third, analogical thinking is guided by purpose - what the analogy is intended to 

achieve (p. 36). 

HoIyoak and Thagard illustrate their theory with research done on the use of 

analogy in shaping public opinion. They refer to the political debates in 1991 when 

analogies were drawn between World War II and the Persian Gulf Crisis. Public support 

for an American military response to the crisis was garnered by successfUUy creating aa 

analogy between Hitler's march through Europe and Saddam Hussein's invasion of 

Kuwait In this case, the lesson of history was to reject a policy of appeasement and force 

the dictator to withdraw fkom occupied tenitory. This course of action would effectiveIy 

put a stop to Hussein's expansionist ambitions, thus preventing a larger war. 

By coincidence, if not design, the June 1992 diploma exam posed this issue: 

"Should nations of the world unite to use miIitary action against an aggressor?" History, 

it seems, had provided a fksh analogy that could fiPnish new and compelling reason to 

pursue an aggressive foreign policy against maverick states. Appeasement had been 

discredited and economic sanctions found wanting. Encouraged by the Iow c d t i e s  

and fascinated by Stealth bombers and Smart bombs, the media and the public were 

buoyed by the successll (and caremy orchestrated) military campaign. There can be 

little doubt as to how students responded to the issue. Most would have wished the same 

treatment for HitIer. 

However, as Holyoak and Thagard (1995) point out, the analogy between the 

Persian Gulf War and World War 11 is messy and ambiguous at best The attempt to 

identify consistent correspondences between the leaders, countries, and events produces a 

wide range of mappings that are influenced by such things as the extent of a participant's 

previous knowIedge and the nature of the information that is made avaiMIe. Most 

interesting is their finding that it was possible to guide participants to a particular 

mapping by having them first read slightly biased summaries of histodd events. These 

resnlts suggest one way m which andogies can be used to systematr'caITy Influence 

people's idierences - the source can itself be massaged to encourage a desired mapping. 



This strategy is often employed when an analogy is being used to win an argument or 

teach new  orm mat ion" (p. 106). They found that the arena of foreign affairs has 

provided the most dramatic domain in which anaiogy has made a strong contriiution to 

decision-making. "Like the routine decisions of everyday He, political and military 

decisions with enormous human consequences are often based on qualitative assessments 

of the coherence of plans, with analogies providing a major source of information feeding 

into the decision process" @. 155). 

This is true for both analogy and metaphor; take for example the pervasiveness of 

the business model in government social planning in which adherence to the bottom line 

is taken to mean a level of accountability, a measure of success and individual 

perseverance, evidence of ~e~discipline and good character and ultimately a badge of 

human virtue. While it is arguable that it has done Iinle good for either health care or 

education, it has reaped tremendous political rewards for those who profess the need to 

Limit government to protect fieedom and rugged individualism. "Most of our metaphors 

have evolved in our culture over a long period, but many are imposed upon us by people 

in power - political leaders, religious leaders, business Ieaders, advertisen, the media, etc. 

In a cdture where the myth of objectivism is very much alive and truth is dways absolute 

truth, the people who get to impose their metaphors on the culture get to define what we 

consider to be true - absoIuteIy and objectively true" (Lakoff, 1980, p. 1 60). 

The persuasive power of analogy can be appreciated by noting that in an attempt 

to muster public support for the 1999 war over Kosovo, U.S. President BilI Clinton 

referred to Yugoslav President Sobodan MiIosevic as yet another AdoIf HitIer. The 

analogy was extended by British Rime Minister Tony Blair's remarks that left 

unattended, Kosovo would embroiI Europe in another major war. Tricky things* 

historical analogies", writes Oxford historian Gordon Ash whose own mapping of 

possible analogies for the crisis in Kosovo Ied him to condude "analogies past, we reach 

the unique diIemrna of the present" (Ash, p. 41). A diIemma requiring that d a d  

andysis and creative thinking be t6e guides to pubIic poIicy. 



From Andow to Critical Thinking 

In social studies as in teaching in general, case studies are meant "to provide 

useM cases and examples to students as they are solving problems to enable them to 

make usefid analogid inferences: to identify issues to pay attention to, to form ideas 

about how to move forward, and to project the effects of solutions they have come up 

with" (Kolodner, p. 57). Such cases help students reason beyond what they could based 

on what they atready know. In these instances the teacher is instrumental in helping 

students to make the necessary mappings between old cases and new situations. Problems 

arise, however, when a case study is perceived to contain the solution to a problem. A 

study of Gennany under Kitler may foster a belief that any act of aggression on the 

international stage is a rewriting of Nazi expamionism or that every instance of 

government intervention in the economy is socialist in nature and doomed to the same 

fate as the communist Soviet Union. Whether or not students truiy believe in these 

positions is not the point, the question is to what extent students who come to regard 

matters in "black and white" terms do so because their learning is directed to the 

irnmd-ate god of defending a position. If an analogy is Linked to a particular purpose, 

then mappings that serve the purpose ofthe analogy are much more IikeIy to be made- In 

part this would account for students making such over-simplified statements as 

"governments that have no qualms about killing their own citizens cannot be representing 

what is goodn (Alberta Education, Ekaminer's Report, 1999, p. 7) or for expressing the 

view that "nationalism ...was the 'bad guy' m everyone's eyes" (June 1996, p. 8) or 

stating that "nudear weapons must not fd into the hands of 'mad men' (January 1995, 

p.8) or arguing that "democracy can only be saved by restricting the fieedom of 

expression of extremist, minority groups because such groups are crhninalIy violent" 

(June 1997, p. 7). 

Given limited resources that are tailored to a particular mterest, the compIexjr of 

the issue is easily lost and an over-siinpIi5ed view that draws on over-generabed 

i n f o d o n  can become the basis for belief, In contrast, the carem considdon of 



multiple case studies fkom a variety of perspectives can reveal the complexity of human 

affairs - and lead to an understanding that paves the way for critical thinking - the basic 

goal of social studies. As HoIyoak and Thagard (1995) point out, 'St is.. .important to 

remember that the main value of andogies is usuaIIy to heIp the novice start to 

understand the target domain, not to provide expertise directly* Students need to 

appreciate that although analogies can be usem tools for learning, they are no substitute 

for d c a l  thinking'' (p. 203). 

Critical thinking involves the use of various stmtegies to achieve understanding. 

Infoxmation atn be compared and contrasted, weighed against alternative interpretations, 

subjected to a range of tests and applications, and evaluated according to specific criteria 

leading to their ~jection or acceptance as reasonable and usem ideas. In the use of case 

studies, possible analogies should be subjected to critical scrutiny to test them for 

coherence and plausibility. Although the andogy may have an intuitive appeal - it must 
be Mciently isomorphic to the source domain to be usefui. For complex realistic 

situations, the isomorphism between the source and the target domains may be 

approximate at best - a condition, which requires that the inferences generated by 

analogy, be evaiuated, considered as potentidy usem, or abandoned (Holyoak and 

Thagard, 1995). 

Much of this process of andysis and evduation is expected to take pIace in the 

social studies cIassoom. Cases that are designed to provide insight into significant issues 

are introduced and subjected to a broad range of questions and interpretations. They not 

only serve as a source through which human interaction can be studied but as a context 

for sharing and negotiating meaning. To be effective, cases shotdd reiate to authentic 

situations and draw fbm a wide range of perspectives (ideally arising fiom a thematic 

concept that mcIudes other subject areas). Used m this way, case-based Ieaming is one 

method that can be used to foster critical tbkhgt (Alvarez, 1990) 

hterestlngLy teachers have expssed some concerns that are diredy related to 

the conditions that AIvarez concIodes are necessary for the promotion of critical -go 



The Prehhary Report on the ATA Social Studies Council Survey reports the foIIowing 

perceptions: 

Not enough time.... We need more time to teach [students] to dzrerentiute between 

fact and opirnbn, to find bias and to wrt'h'ng (sic) &g facts and examplesfor 

support. " (Smits and Booi, 1997, p. 18) 

"Trying to get through all of the ~ ~ c u l r m !  does not Deave] much time to allow 

students to explore a parharhcullm conceptiissue that they might find interesting.''( p. 18) 

"Covering knowledge objectives udequutely (to the exclusion of process l e h n g j  : 

assessing good technologr'cal sapport; having time to really examine critical thinking 

aspects of the m~cuIunt ;  teaching in isolation ('e. very linle opportunity to 

integrate with other subject areas so that sociui studies can connect with issues that 

me broad und diverse) ."(p. I 8 )  

"Too much content leaves one struggling with the processes to 6e taught as welt' @. 

19) 

While the authors note that it is questionable whether or not these comments reflect 

objectively the Iimitations within schools7 they nevertheIess "point to red-life 

experiences - that is how teachers experience the c ~ c d u m  in the context of actual 

classrooms, and the demands which are various and multifaceted" (Smits and  BOO^, 1997, 

p- 19). 

At the very least, concerns that have been raised in regards to resources, 

curriculum content, instructional strategies and the a d  performance of students in 

dipfoma exarktiom merit some consideration ofattematives. Each concern ofcome7 

could be addressed independentye New resources couId be found, constructivist 

educatiod methods could be empIoyed, and instructional strategies codd be moeed ,  

but in this there is also the possibility for a significant roIe for hypertext tedmoIogy. 



Chapter Thirteen 

In Hypertext: The Convergence of Contemporary Crirical Theory and 

Technology, George Landow ( 1  992) recognizes the work of Rand Spiro as offering one 

of the most convincing paradigms for educatiod hypertext and the kind of Ieaming it 

attempts to support @. 122). Spiro and his co11aborators propose that complex 

educational problems should be approached as if-they were unknown landscapes. Like 

their physical counterparts they are best understood by exploring them @om many 

directions, exploring different routes and analyzing sites (case studies) from a number of 

thematic perspectives. 

Spiro, Feltovich, Jacobson and Coulson (1 992) describe compIex educational 

probIems as components of CCill-structmed domains." These are knowledge areas in 

which: 

(a) each case or example of knowledge apphcation typically involves the 

simultaneous interactive invoIvement of multiple, wide-application conceptual 

structures (multiple schemas, perspectives organizational principles, and so on), 

each of which is individuaIIy complex (i-e., the domain involves concept- and 

case-compIexity); and (6) the pattern of conceptd incidence and interaction 

varies substantially across cases nominally of the same type (i.e., the domain 

invoives across-case irreguIarity). @. 60) 

Social Studies as an Ill-structured Domain 

Since s o d  studies draws on economic, political, sociaI, and historical 

understandings in the search for IolowIedge, it is substantidy ilI-stmctmd The inherent 

compIexity of soda1 affairs makes them resistant to genetalization and subsequentIy to 

conceptual mastery. llie problem is that "when c o n c e p ~  mastay and flexible 

knowledge application become paramount goats, ... the compIexity and across-case 



diversity characteristic of ill-structured domains becomes a serious problem for learning 

and (p. 6 1). 

Consider the Ieaming goals outlined in Topic A: Political and Economic Systems 

of the grade 12 Program of Studies: "In order to encourage critical and creative thinking, 

students should acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to: 

a analyze and compare features and underlying principles of political and economic 

systems 

b. assess why political and economic systems differ in theory and practice 

c. defend their choice of the most desirable and effective features of selected political 

and economic systems" 

d. suggest changes that political and economic systems could incorporate to better serve 

the needs and interests of individuals and society" (Alberta Education, 1993 , p. 41). 

In this example, a conceptual mastery of the fatures and principles of economic 

systems is requited before any defense of a particular course of action can be undertaken. 

In turn, any suggested changes to a poIiticd or economic system requires the flexible 

adaptation of prior understandings to the new situation. According to Spiro, we should 

expect that the across-case diversity characteristic of ilI-structured domains to become a 

serious problem for learning and instruction. 

ConcmtuaLZng Economic Theory 

As an ilIustration ofSpiro7s ideas, consider the hstmctional m a t d s  used to 

support the development of a conceptuaI understanding of Keynesian "demand-siden and 

"Supp1y-side" approaches to economic recession in Ideologies. The textbook incIudes 

nine pages of print, a cartoon, a photograph, and three graphic diagrams. Furthermore, 

because these economic pdncipIes reflect contrasting positions on the extent to which 

governments shoald be involved in the economy, the chapter includes three case stdies - 



The Changing Face of Swedish Socialism", "Canada's Mixed Economy", and The 

Japanese Economy". 

Suppiy-side economics is introduced as the product of a neo-conservative schooI 

of thought that emerged in the 1960's as a challenge to Keynesian practices. The authors 

claim that the 'hear universal faith in Keynesian economics .. . began to break down in 

the 1970s as government spending created high inflation, huge national debts, and 

increased taxes to pay for government expenditures. in addition to spiraIing prices, 

governments continued to spend more than they collected" (Baldwin et. al., 1997, p. 

382). A cartoon in which a father is reading his son a bedtime story accompanies the text 

In a modem takeoff of the brothers Grirnm, the father reads &om a book entitled Die 

Natonai Debt, and wams his wide-eyed child, 'The Big Bad Wolf is d potatoes. I've 

got something here that711 haunt you for the rest of your life!". Beneath the cartoon is a 

picture of a youthhl Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher who we are told 'probably ... 
[never] imagined that their names would someday be used to represent an economic 

theory" (p.383). Thatcherism and Reaganomics are then briefly discussed as suppiy-side 

economic policies. 

Two simple graphics are used to accompany an account of how Keynesian and 

Supply-side theory respond to economic recession. Using an analogy based on the 

workings of coffee machines, Supp1y-side or "Trickle-Down" theory is depicted as a 

"drip" styIe coffee maker in which government incentives to the private sector drip down 

to the awaiting public at the bottom of the carafe. Keynesian theory in turn is represented 

as an economic percolator that is heated by government expenditure. It is a clever 

depiction of a complex economic concept -but perhaps one which has more to do with 

appearances than any hdamentd operating principle. Whether or not students know 

how a percolator works they are likely to identify it with an earIier age, and in this case 

an age in which govemments "continued to spend more than they collected". 

The coffee maker offers sttldents a simpIe device upon which to build a more 

sophisticated understanding but it may be a technique that has hidden risks. h F~sual 

T h W g ,  RadoIfAmheim (L969) observes: 'There is a fascinating interplay in the 



human mind between the desire, and indeed the need, to comprehend the total range of a 

phenomenon and the attractive simplicity of static concepts, which pick out some one 

characteristic state of an object or movement and let it stand for the whole. At early 

cognitive levels, the mind is not yet able to handle much complexity and therefore uses 

simple shapes and mifionn movement in its concepts. Such static concepts facilitate a 

fkst approach to the phenomenon by congealing its structure, but they will also 

oversimplify, fkeze, and isolate the phenomenon, and this is not conducive to more 

comprehensive knowIedge" (p, I79). 

Spiro, Feltovich, Jacobson and Coulson (1992) simiIariy notes that "deficiencies 

in the outcomes of learning are strongly influenced by underlying biases and asswllptions 

in the design of instruction which represent the instructional domain and its associated 

performance demands in an unrealisticdy simplified and weff-stru~ed manner" @. 

57). The coEee makers are only one example of the tendency to explain compIex 

concepts by simpIifying their representation. On the following page in Ideologies the 

authors explain that "JWZ like mry household [italics addea, a country must have income 

to meet its expenses. A cormtry obtains its income through various taxes.. .. When a 

government spends as much as it takes in, it has a baIanced budget. [fthe government 

spends less than it takes in, it has a budget surpIus, and if it spends more than it receives, 

it has a budget deficit" (Baldwin et. d., 1997, pp. 386-387). This explanation would serve 

equally well as the fkst chapter of that bedtime story The National Debt, which has 

fkamed the public's consciousness for the better part of the 1990s. 

The AmEcation of A c d d  Knowledge 

Of course the economies of countries are not Cm like any household", but the 

d o g y  has an intuitive appeal and is &cien~y isomorphic to the target to make it 

usem as an iu.structiod strategy - and a poIiticaI one as wen. In Shrealifng The Public 

Interest, Kevin Taft (1997) notes that "PoIiticims are among the most important story- 
. . 

Wers in society today" (p. 81)- He then documents the strategies employed by mrmsters 



of the government of AIberta to help ensure that the outcome of the much-vaunted 

romdtabIe talks on Alberta's economic future held m 1993 would support government 

policy. According to Taft, participants were given workbooks which included a story 

about "AI and Berta", two professionals whose changing economic circtunstances 

compelled them to make tough choices or face financial coilapse. T h e  stories set up the 

carefidly chosen facts that followed in the rest of the documents, and because the stories 

and facts fit together so well the conclusions of the roundtables were virtually 

predetermined" (p. 85). In various tellings, the story of the spendthrift family has lead to 

the seemingly factual declaration that, as Ralph KIein would have us remember: "This is 

exactly where we were headed ar aprovince ... " @. 85). It was caremy orchestrated 

~ro~a4iPd.a- 

The experience serves as a good example of how analogy can be used to 

systematicalIy influence people's inferences - a power, which Holyoak and Thagard 

(1995) expIain, makes it a tool for argument and persuasion, but also, when coupled with 

mass cornm~cation, an instrument of propaganda" @. 101). It is of course, also a 

strategy used to teach new information and while it may be appropriate in welI structured 

domains it is problematic in ill structured domains Iike social studies. The inherent 

complexity of issues is reduced to a choice between somewhat poIarized and simplified 

aItematives. For some, economics takes on the objectivity of a science bound to natural 

and discernable laws, for others it is something to be botrnd to public purpose. There is, 

in other words, no issue to explore -just a ready-made answer to any question of 

government intervention in the economy. 

The consequences turn up in diploma exams. That many do poorIy is attested to 

by years of reports fiom the provinciaI examiner who concIudes that many students who 

achieve acceptabIe standards still fa to demonstrate an appreciation forthe complexity 

ofthe issue and are prone to ovexsimplification and generahati011 The results might well 

reflect on the approach used to expkih dBcalt concepts. "Any single andogy for a 

compIex concept wiII dways be Iimited m its aptness, and misconceptions that wilI 

develop when the concept is treated more l l l y  can be @*cted by knowing the ways in 



which the introductory analogy is misleading about or under represents the material to be 

Iearned" (Spiro et. al., 1992, p.63). 

Spiro, Feltovich, Jacobson and Coulson (I 992) expiah that the 

'%ornpartmentabtion of knowledge components is an effective strategy in well- 

structured domains, but blocks effective learning in more intertwined, ill-structured 

domains that require high degrees of knowledge inter~o~ectedne~~.  hstmctionai focus 

on gaeral principles with wide scope of application across cases or exampIes works we11 

in well-structured ... but leads to seductive misunderstandings in ilI-structured domains7 

where across-case variability and case-sensitive interaction of principles vitiates their 

force. Well-structured domains can be integrated within a single unifying 

representational bases, but ill-structured domains re@ multipIe representations for full 

coverage" (p. 63). 

The Problem of Across-Case Diversity 

While Ideologies attempts to Include a broad sampling of case studies which 

codd be used to expIore issues, there are inherent M c u I t i e s  with using the textbook as a 

medium for this purpose. As Gary Sykes and Tom Bird (1992) explain in an articIe in 

Review of Resemch in Erhrcatrbn "cases or examples, Iike the scenes ofthe fiIm, must be 

studies in context (the film as a whole), not as stripped-down textbook vignettes that 

oversimplifL the application of p~c ip Ie s  to cases" @. 497). InvariabIy the simplified 

case reappears as proof of the de&abiI.ity and efficacy ofa proffered position to some 

issue on the dipIoma exam. Sweden is raised as the modd for supporters of government 

intervention; the Soviet Union for those opposed WhiIe the use of information in this 

way cannot help but be "generally related" to issues posed in the dip10ma exam, it is 

noticeably prepackaged, and like a suit off the rack - d y  a good fit 

In an iI[-structtlred domain such as sociaI studies, across-case van-ation makes it 

imposslbe to have a prepackaged schema for evay new situttio~ While cases may have 

simiIer aspects they represent different contexts. In ideologies, three sepamte cases are 



used as exampies of mixed economies, and while each case examines the roIe of 

government in the economy, the context for each is as different as Sweden is h m  Japan 

and Japan is fiom Canada And even though Reaganomics and Thatcherism figure 

prominently in the explanation of SuppIy-side Theory, the American context and 

experience was significantly different than the British, While each can be seen as an 

example of a common category that might provide a solution to a problem bearing similar 

characteristics, it would be a gross oversimplification to argue for a reduced role for 

government solely on the American experience. 

Cognitive FIemiZtv 

In ill-structured domains, Spiro, Feltovich, Jacobson and Codson (1992) argue 

that " instead of retrieving from memory a previously packaged 'prescription' for how to 

think and act, one must bring together, from various knowledge sources, an appropriate 

ensemble of information suited to the particular understanding or problem-soIving needs 

of the situation at hand. Again, this is because many areas of knowledge have too diverse 

a pattern of use for singIe prescriptions, stored in advance, to cover enough of the cases 

[issues] that will need to be addressed" (p. 64). The diploma exam presents learners with 

precisely the kind of situation that Spiro et al. desmk. The issue is generally related to 

the broad learning experiences of the student, but it requires information to be used in 

new ways to address the particdm characteristics of the issue. In this process every 

concept is tentative and subject to modification. As in all areas requiring critical thought, 

"One looks for exampIes, but the choice is not arbitrary. One is guided by a sense of 

where characteristic aspects of the phenomenon might r e v 4  themselves. One discards 

weak, tmclear instances and neglects unnecessary repetitions. One matches each example 

with the tentative concept, thereby compIetbg, r e m g ,  trimming it. ... It is an 
emhendy mechanical procedure9 r e e g  not so much the zed of the census-taker, 

the bookkeeper9 or the sorting machine as the alertness and mtefigence ofa fimctionhg 

mind1, (Arnheh, 1969, p. 187). 



As HoIyoak and Thagard (1995) note, "Ieaming can occur when schemas are 

formed from the source and target to capture those pattems of relational structure m the 

d o g s  that are most relevant to the purpose of the analogy" @. 137). However, it is a 

process that requires analysis, selection, evaluation, synthesis and finally application, It 

is, in other words, a process that requires critical thinking. In their examination of an 

issue on the social studies diploma exam, students are expected to make use of their 

critical and creative thinking skills to demonstrate complex and independent thought. It 

is an expectation that cannot be prepackaged. Students "need to build schemm to fit new 

situations. This requiresjlexi6ility in knowledge representations'" (Spiro and lehng. p. 

200). 

Spiro, Feltovich, Jacobson and Codson (1992) believe that for "learners to 

develop cognitively flexible processing skills and to acquire contentive howiedge 

structures which can support flexible cognitive processing, flexible Iearning 

environments are required which permit the same items of knowledge to be presented and 

learned in a variety of different ways and for a variety of different purposes" @. 58 ). 

What is needed then is not a method of compartmen~tion, nor a hierarchical form of 

organization, but rather a system of indexing that aIIows information to be Wed in new 

and appropriate ways. It is the system Bush envisioned as the "Memex"; a system which 

supports the connectiveness that KincheIoe argues is needed in social studies and the 

connections that Papert deems vital to education. Cognitive Flexibility is ~ e r m o r e  a 

theory grounded in the principles of constructivism. It supports the role of the student as 

an active Iemer with a need to create, change, aud compare sources in the search for 

meaning. 

Co &e Flexi'bility and Hmertext 

H m x t  provides the flexiiiray that makes the computer weII suited to fostering 

cogaitive flexfiZty. Specifidy, Spiro, Feltovich, Jacobson and Coulson (1992) argue 

that the mdtidimensiond and nodhear charactenCstics of hypatext systems 'cbave the 



power to convey U-structured aspects of knowledge domains and to promote features of 

cognitive ff emiiIity in ways that traditional learning environments (textbooks, lectures, 

computer-based drill) could not" @. 58). Cognitive FIexiiIity requires learning 

environments that ailow for a rearranging of ~ c t i o ~ I  sequence, for multiple 

dimensions of knowledge representation, and for muItipIe interconnections across 

knowledge components. "Features Like these correspond nicely to well known properties 

of hypertext systems, which facilitate flexible restructuring of instructional presentation 

sequences, multipIe data codings, and multiple linkages among content elements" (p. 67). 

Spiro, Feltovich, Jacobson, and Codson (1992) argue that for flexibility students 

need to be able to move and recombine elements of cases within a "web-liken structure. 

%*s is accomplished in Cognitive Flexibility Hypertexts by such features as the use of 

minicases/scenes ... and by having a fairiy large number of wide-scope 

themes/schemas/perspectives for conceptual schema assembly" @. 200). Spiro et. aI. 

suggest that the larger the set of cases and conceptud perspectives - the greater the 

Likelihood offinding an appropriate combination for new situations. As Kincheloe puts it 

- making connections is the important thing. The hypertext environment facilitates this 

process allowing students to explore cases, make connections, and assemble concepts and 

information to fit a new case. Furthermore the process is inherentIy cortsbuCtivist, 

dowing students to bdd  on existing knowledge while constructing new understandings. 

In the hypertext environment a web of comections can be explored thereby 

facilitating the thematic criss-crossing that Spiro recommends. Consequently, instead of 

"having a set of independent conceptual perspectives that have to be additively 

assembIed, the compIex pattern of their intertwinement in the actuaI cases.. .can emerge. 

By re-presenting the same information in different contexts and &om different 

peqectives, the complexity of that information is made more resistant to 

ov~pI i f icaf iony~ (Sprio et aL, 1992, p. 203). 



Cognitive Flex~iilitv and Social Studies 

For the grade 12 socid studies course, this web of co~ectiom would allow for 

the integration of what are presently two separate topics. Topic A is a study of political 

and economic systems, including democracy, capitalism, fascism, and communism. 

Topic B is a study of the interaction of nation-states in the Twentieth Century. It is an 

organizational structure suited to classroom timetables and print-based resources, but one 

which hardy conveys the complex dynamics of human experience which in the twentieth 

century pitted the convictions of liberalism against the hyper-rational extremism of the 

political left and right As KincheIoe (1993) points out, schools have fallen into a 

modernist trap, compartmentalizing knowledge to fit organizational structures. W e  

this supports expertise it leaves students with a decontextualized understanding and 

fosters thinking of a concrete and formal variety that emphasizes categorization and 

retention processes @. 103). But ̂ people produce knowledge and express their human 

desire in the context of a particular culture and historical period'' (Fennimore and 

Tinmum, 1990, p. 13). How then can students be expected to develop an understanding 

of the forces which led nations to accept fascist rufe and others to take up arms against 

them when they are studied as abstract organizations of poIitical and economic 

management detached fiom the history that gave them life? 

In a hypertext environment a holistic approach to social studies could give 

students a much more thorough and complete representation of the twentieth century than 

is presently contained in the 300 plus page textbooks that are p r e m i d  for each topic. 

Students could traveme the landscape h m  a variety of viewpoints and mediums. Art, 

Iita;lture, music icd picture codd combine to restore the spiritual dimensions of what 

has aJl too often become a barren landscape of events, dates, and theories. Economic, 

political, and socid interpetations codd be studied in context thereby promoting a more 

sophisticated understanding ofevents. It would, as Kincheloe wodd have it, restore the 

sod to social studies. 



As for evidence, in an empirical investigation of hypertext learning environments, 

Rand Spiro and Michael Jacobson (1995) found that a hypertext procedure that presented 

instructional material in multiple contexts promoted superior knowledge transfer. Their 

hdings suggest "hypertext Ieaming environments that present the instructed knowledge 

by explicitly demonstrating critical interrelationships between abstract and case-specific 

knowledge components in multiple contexts will help prepare students to use knowledge 

in new ways and in new situations" @. 301). Earlier work done by the Cognition and 

Technology Group at Vanderbilt (1990) experimented with hypermedia applications in an 

elementary school and reported enhanced learning in student abilities to make use of 

historical iafonnation. They also reported positive effects on motivation and transfer of 

learning (Sykes, 1992, p. 498). 

New Tools for a New Age 

For social studies teachers iz Alberta, the use of hypertext to promote cognitive 

flexibility may in turn provide a means by which classrooms become laboratories of 

discovery, colIaboration, and ultimately accomplishment. Nor is this possibility out of 

keeping with at least some of the technology plans of Alberta's Ministry of Learning. In 

Lemner Outcomes br Technology, the Iong-range vision for technology inciudes teaching 

about technology as a subject, teaching with technoiogy as an aid, and most importantly, 

tecognizing technology as a tool of empowerment With technoIogy '%the focus switches 

from teacherdirected to student-centered learning, that is, fiom instruction to 

c o ~ * o n .  Most learning experiences are facilitated through technology; for example, 

teIecoUabo~e learning, hypertext or hypermedia, simdation software program and 

pmbIem-based 1-g. Technology is used to construct and share knowledge" (Learner 

Outcomes in TechnoIogy, p. 9) 

The fm that the wodd has changed presents soda[ studies teachers with an 

tmavoidabIe task -to heIp students deveIop the skills they wilI need to make their worId 

rnemhgfid- This is firndmentaI to any e d d o d  process, and it requires opening 



doors to new technologies, not dosing them. "As the need for up-to-date knowledge and 

the skills necessary to apply, critique, and analyze ever-changing idonnation becomes 

increasingly important, social studies educators must struggle with what it means to stay 

current and have a well-developed sense of what is relevant to their curriculum." 

(Fontana, 1997, p. 2). With the inmedicbIe growth of the Internet, there is now an even 

broader field in which students will search for info~nation. This cannot be ignored, it 

presents social studies teachers with the challenge to ensure that students develop the 

skilIs that are necessary to integrate information into problem solving and decision- 

making (Fontana, 1997). This view is echoed by Richard Diem (1997) who writes: "the 

abiIity to understand how to use information as a tool and facilitate its use is a recurring 

skill that will have to be part of a social studies teacher's pedagogical repertoire as the 

itlfomation highway makes its way through their classroom. While there is much more 

to the teaching of civics and social studies than developing infomation management 

skills, this is of extreme importance within a subject that bases so many of its conceptual 

underpinnings on understauding various types of information and data" @. 96). 

There are tangibIe benefits for socid studies teachers, "access to the Internet and 

the Web puts students in reach of resources and people that schools could never before 

provide. Even ifthe Internet consisted only of texts and images, it would be of immense 

value as it becomes the world's largest h%rary. But it also increasingIy provides access to 

audio and video archives, which conventional libraries generaUy do not offer. Hypertext 

links offer pathways that d o w  the novice to find connections among different sources, 

and the growing search capacities on the Web make it an increasingly powerfd 

instrument of research" (Starr, 1996, p. 9). 

While the 'Information RevoIution' has given the public access to huge quantities 

of information it should be r e m e m w  that much of it existed prior to the  revolution^ 

infomation need not threaten our understanding ofhowiedge any more than it ever has. 

In fact we are better equipped to ded with it today. Hypertext has given us a way to use 

what before we could barely manage- Information is not ImowIedge, but m socid studies 

it provides a context through which we can come to know our world. Tt is now over two 



decades since the assassination of John F. Kennedy and we are still in the process of 

making new interpretations of it It is now over one decade since the "oil crisis" and our 

understanding of what it means is still unclear. These are but two examples. The point is 

that any situation, because it is Iocated in an historic matrix, will always be open to 

interpretation and reinterpretation. Like a good book or poem, the worid has no SingIe, 

immutable meaning* which the posn%%ty of perfkt information requires" (Boland, 

1987, p.375). 

The multidimensional characteristics of hypertext also support knowledge 

acquisition in social studies. More compfete representations of particular concepts and 

issues are made possible with hypertext's h k h g  and multimedia capabilities. Consider 

the 'coffee maker' illustrations mentioned earfief. While they may heIp to make a 

problem visible, they also keze it at one phase of the range to which the proposition 

refers. The use of arrows and Iines may suggest dynamic action but in a compIetely 

inferior way to mobile modeIs or simulations that d o w  the student to explore which of 

their dimensions are variables. Arnheim (1969) writes, "For the purposes of definition or 

cIassif?cation it may be sufEcient to reduce a concept to the minimum of traits needed to 

determine to what genus it beIongs and by what propem it can be distingtlltshed tiom its 

fellow membm in the p u p .  But when it comes to using concepts for productive 

thinking, the M e s t  range of ~ e i r  content &odd be presented. In education, this Latter 

approach deserves precedence since students need training m productive thinking more 

urgently than the ability to perform Logid operations" @. 182). 

Expressing his concerns about the use of computers in social studies, Joe 

EncheIoe (1989) argued "it is not the tool - the computer - that shoufd govern the content 

or the method of presenting and deahg with the content; rather, it is the preception of 

socid studies as means o f d y z i n g  thoughts of others and ourse1ves that &odd govern 

the use ofthe computer. Only by accepting this will the computer be a tool ofcreativity 

and critid thinking m the so& st~dies" (p. 299). In many reqects hyperkxt affords us 

this possibmy. 



Chapter Fourteen 

While I believe I have demonstrated good reason for using hypertea in socia1 

studies, its potentid for supporting the ultimate goal of 'responsiiIe citizenship' cannot 

go unmentioned. In pursuing this goal social studies hopes to contribute to the 

development of competent and caring individuals who can make decent decisions for the 

common good (Rmmussen, 1999, p. I). Democracies pIace great importance on the 

development of critical thinking skills since the system depends upon an enlightened 

citizenry to establish the laws and determine the poiicies by which we all are to be 

governed Yet, as we have seen, the citizenry is prone to political petmasion and the 

acceptance of simple soIutions to some~es-complex problems. Examples abouad; the 

deficitnming program that ravaged pubIic institutions in the '90s was accepted by most 

as a cost-cutting measure necessitated by years of living beyond om means. The simple 

anaIogy of responsible home budgeting made sense to a majority of the population who 

were then quite accepting of the government's cuts to education and heaIth-care. In 

another example, it appears in the blind trust and compliance of a citizenry which accepts 

the pronouncement of its Provincial Treasurer when he says: "Its a great time to be an 

Albertann (Calgary Heraid, June 25,1998, p. I), without contemplating the record 

number of homeless people on the streets of their cities. It is a situation that has 

continued to this day prompting civic leaders to pass laws against panhandIing. Those 

marginalized by such popular measures a~ coincidentally the Ieast able to defend their 

interests. 

Cnrrent support for suppIy-side economic policy has been accompanied by 

reIatively strong economic performance, a fm which supporters claim is more than a 

coincidence. In tum, the irresisticbfe Iogic of numbers can seem to provide strong support 

for a market fiee of government intederence. That 66everyoee's doing it", has never been 

strong reason for any come of action, but as the authors ofldeoogles pomt out, snppIy- 

siders cIaim support from ?he fact that the rest ofthe worId is moving toward fieemg the 

private market!' (Baldwin et. d., 1997, p. 387). In the extreme, the decadelong success 



of he-market democracies is given ontologicd significance as supporters such as 

Francis Fukoyama claim it represents "the end of history" beyond which the choice is 

either more of the same or poIitical, economic and cul- retrogression (Fukuyama, 

1989; Kaye, 1991, p.126). 

As participants in a society dominated by the assurances afforded by an ever- 

increasing afnuence, it can be difficult to gain a vantagepoint that allows some space for 

critic& thinking. The pervasiveness of the 'new right' message, supported by 

government, by media, and the voting public drowns out the voice of opposition. What 

criticism there is of public policy in Alberta comes mainly fiom Ottawa, a source given 

littie credibility in 'the West'. Virtually uncMenged, there are few issues for which 

Alberta's governing Conservatives do not have an answer, unchecked, however, the 

certainty of their persuasion chdenges democratic practice. Schools are set the task of 

preparing students to assume defined roles in society, a task that can be reduced to a 

process of easily validated by a system of extemd testing. In this model, 

social studies does not engage students in the kind of thinking that leads them to see the 

claims of ctm5cuium as simply possible interpretations. It promotes a biind acceptance of 

the status quo. 

Consider this recent example. In an absurd headhe-making dispute with 

EIections Canada, Lyle Oberg, Minister of Learning in Alberta, strongIy advised school 

boards not to allow students to participate in a national vote on the rights of youth 

without parental consent. The election was organized by Elections Canada in 

conjunction with UNICEF? and was meant to give children under 18 in schooIs across the 

country a chance to vote for their most important "ri-ght" fbm a Iist of 10 options. Rights 

on the baIIot incIuded such things as education, family, fwd and sheiter, and health, non- 

discrimhation, protection h m  harm, and the right to share opinions. Stephen Jenuth, 

president of the Alberta Civil Lrkrties Association, condemned Oberg's letter as an 

a u t o d c  response to an exercise that was intended to teach c6iidren about democracy 

(The C a l m  Hdd, Nov. LO, 1999, p. 2). 



The issue was originally raised by a member of Reform, a right-wing political 

party whose beliefs are distinctIy at odds with the more liberal views of both the 

governing party and social-minded agencies of the United Nations. Objection to the vote 

was raised on the basis that it undermined the 'rights of parents'. Wide the incident 

reflects p0I.itica.I haymaking, it aIso illustrates the extent to which power can be used in 

defense of a political agenda cloaked in family values. This autocratic conception of 

schooling supposes democratic education to be little more than a process of trmission,  

the reproduction of economy and p o w  and culture as they are presently constituted: a 

view of democratic education that reduces schooling to being a support of the world us it 

i f  (Kaye, 1995, p. 127). 

The Democratic Process 

Of course, "in a democracy it is not the main business of schooI to condition 

students to the acceptance of certain beliefs and values.. .. Rather, one of the most 

important gods of education in a democracy is to help provide students some distance 

between themselves and their society - to let them stand back and examine the worId 

fkom new perspectivesn (Kincheloe, 1989, pp. 26-27). Students must have opportunity 

to examine the beIiefs that are imposed on them by their society, to question their value, 

and to raise doubt about p r e v f i g  socid, economic, and political practice. 

What the 'new poIiticaI right7 faiIs to appreciate is that "the p ~ C i p I e  of h i ,  

often grounded in fomdatiorxd teason, nonethe1ess demands Ir'berty fhm its foundations. 

Minimally, the fiee must k e l y  choose (rechoose) their principles to make them their 

own" (Barber, 1998, p. 24). As Barber contends, the Iegithnacy of social practice is not a 

hction of genealogy but of its status as a product of democratic choice. In this sense, 

their origins are neither arbitrary nor relativistic, jpst ineIevant to their democratic 

Iegitbxy. ?Likewise9 democratic principfes originate in historically important, 

psychoIogicaily pertinent and morally admirable ways: but their Iegithnacy - how we 

krow them politically - depends on the democratic process. @arber, p. 24). 



How students come to how democratic principles is intimately tied to their 

experience in schools. The public school, by its very nature, should to some extent reflect 

the character and compIexity of the community it serves. It is a potentially rich 

environment in which to apprentice the young in the art of citizenship and in which to 

foster the toIeration and understanding so necessary to a secular democracy. In social 

studies this suggests opportunities to engage in the political process by addressing social 

issues and, ideally, through active participation. In this way, the fiee choose the 

principles which they wiU call their own. 

If social studies is to achieve its god of responsible citizenship, it must embrace a 

view of democratic education that involves more than a process of and 

inculcation of ideas and ideals. It must as Kaye (1995) argues, include an experience of 

engaging, working through, and possibly even traosforming them. "That is, not only the 

ideas and ideals, but the activity itself must be recognized as contncbuting (or not) to the 

making of active and critical democratic citizens" (p. 129). It is less a question of 

mastering the prescnibed content of the program of studies -the statutes, the bills, the 

traditions, the precedents, the procedures, the respons~iWes -than of recognizing that 

"social conventions have to be made by people, and change according to changing 

circumstance, and yet at the same time be considered as conceptually true and m o d y  

binding. This is at the heart of any education for citizenship m Western cdturey' 

(Ladmm, 1993, p. 1 14). 

Hpertext and Citizenshia Education 

The acceptance of a persod role and r e s p o n s i ~ ~  in society is dtimately a 

personal matter. This is what distinguishes democratic education fiom totai&xiit~l 

i n d o ~ o n .  It is also a process that Richard Lanham beiieves can be supported with 

hypertext. In lk Electronic Word dmowuc~, teciaology, d the mts, Lanhm (1993) 

descriks 'electronic text' as a vehide for &teaching citizenship for every citizen. The 



most difficult but engaging aspect of his work deals with the appearance and intent of 

textual representation itseK It begins with the recognition that all arguments are 

constructed with a purpose, to serve an interest and that this recognition invites an 

interactive correspondence. This is an essential characteristic of the cIassicaI system of 

education and is part of the diilicullty Socrates would have had in accepting print as a 

medium for expressing argument. Argument, after all, is founded on persuasion, and 

persuasion can be built on a bag of tricks - as for example analogy and metaphor can be 

used to establish a predetermined perception of reality. "Print invites us to forget all 

these tricks, to Iook through a dehiberately musparent and fixed black-and-white surface 

of verbal symbols to the conceptuaI universe beyond" (Lanham, 1993, p, 73). 

It was McLuhan who drew our attention to this characteristic of print, revealing 

the message behind the medium. It is a representation that can have the, perhaps 

unintended, consequence of being taken for essential truth (a perception that could onIy 

be compounded if it is also presmcbed reading in a textbook). rnnham (1993) argues that 

cceIectronic text's bag of visual tricks makes us self-conscious about the bag of neural 

tricks that create our own vision, and puts this self-consciousness into oscillation with the 

visual conventions of tramparent print" @. 73). Since the perceptual field of the user 

becomes considerably richer and more complex in a hypertext environment, 

representation assumes an opacity and ff exiibiIity that dews the user to consider the 

source. This seIf~onsciousness is preciseIy what can help provide students some 

distance between themselves and their society - to let them stand back and examine the 

world b r n  new perspectives. These are the conditions under which students can engage 

in a critical discourse that can interrogate the medium in which knowIedge is presented 

and produced 

What wouId such an electronic text Iook like? First, it will draw its resources 

fiom the vast storage reserves ofthe computer. Its text will be more than print and of 

course it wodd most probaE~ly not be a book at all. L a n k  (1993) suggests that a new 

description would be needed for the 'reader' and that both "author" d " a u t h o ~  will 

"become softeeed and diffosed as the reading event moves fiom a one-time exchange to a 



continuing conversation.. .. It will be a dynamic, open-ended information system, 

critiqyed and updated on a daily basis by its users, both local and distant, both teacher 

and student" @. 126). As such it would be the vehicle and, by use, the activity that 

aIIows students the experience of engaging, working through, and possibly even 

transforming ideas and ideaIs and thereby contn'bute to the making of democmtic 

citizens, 

A Society of Conversations 

The Senior High Prograrn of Studies recognizes that responsible citizens need to 

be well informed about the past as well as the present and consequently prescriks the 

stucty of "the history of our community, the nature of a democratic society, an 

understanding of the nature of man, and an understanding of our changing social, 

political, technological and economic environments" (Alberta Education, 1993, p. 3). 

The importance of these gods was affirmed by respondents to the ATA Social Studies 

CounciI Survey, but rhere was considerabie disagreement about the degree to which the 

curriculum is Emcentric, and about the necessity or desirability of incIuding content that 

addresses issues of divasity" ( S m i t s  and Booi, 1997, p. 3). Teachers expressed concerns 

with the sheer voIume of content and the difficulty of addressing issues that appear in the 

immediate community. They noted that the "realities oftheir classrooms have changed 

si@cantIy since the impIementation of the current social studies cdculum" @. 16), 

and that community and family issues outside of the school's Muence were m d g I y  

affecting the classroom environment @. 16). 

Classrooms have changed New immigrants have brought with them a diversity 

of dture and experience that chaIIenges the Western Judeo-Christian tradition that has 

Informed our c ~ c u I u m u m  New conceptions ofrelationships are chaIlenghg traditional 

views of family and tecbnoiogy is changing perceptions of time and place. Just who's 

history is the history of our c o r n m e  is no Ionga a stm@it forward matter. Om dture 

is d y - c  and as Bmner (1986) argues, "[it] is constantIy in the process of being 



recreated as it is interpreted and renegotiated by its members [and thus] culture is as 

much a forum for negotiating and re-negotiathg meaning and for explicating action as it 

is a set of rules or specifications for actionC'' He idenses a number of "specialized 

h th t ions  or occasions for intensifying this 'forum-like' feature," Wng storytehg, 

theater, and law among them. "Education is (or should be)," he says " one of the principal 

forums'' @. 123). 

The forum is an active public place in which every citizen is equally free to 

participate in the formation of public policy. In forums ordinary people articulate their 

understanding of the world, and share their vision of what it should become, and the 

means by which they will realize that vision. "It is here that people find a sense of 

belonging, a feeling for what matters in lifey an understanding of how things get done, a 

willingness to accept shared social commitments. Within the settings of civil society 

people learn the basic skills and virtues that they carry into economic life and formal 

citizenshipt'(WimerY 1997, p. 8). 

It is difficult, however, to engage in conversations when the sociopolitical 

framework is dominated by an "accepted world view" - a view strongly influenced by the 

economic and poIitical elite. Traditional practices in education presuppose a strong Link 

between what an individuaI student learns and the prosperity of civil society; community 

and person are strongly interONined in the pedagogical project (Winner, 1997, pp. 8-9). 

Since schools serve a stabilizing fimction within society, they may Iimit information, and 

conversation -the effect of which is to excIude minorities, the powerIess and non- 

conformists h m  a rneahgfid role in the political forum. There can be no forum in a 

classroom dominated by a single conversation, yet discussions often proceed within the 

context of " W ~ "  cdtural and historical experience. WhiIe this is faithful to our 

democratic geneaIogy - it is as Barber suggests - IargeIy irrelevant to the educational 

god of responsible citizenship. 

While postmodemists warn oftechnoIogy as a posslbIe hstmment for M e r  

control and suppression, the hypertext environment has the potential to open new 

netwodcs of communication that can question the hegemony of the Westem perspective. 



The Internet, for example, also places the took of cultural production into the hands of 

people who lie outside of traditional institutions (Gaynor). 

The hypertext environment, can be "a model of a society of conversations in 

which no one conversation, no one disciphe or ideology, dominates or founds the others. 

It is thus the instantiation of what Richard Rorty terms 'edifying philosophy,' the point of 

which is to keep the conversation going rather than to find objective truthn (Landow, 

1994, p. 70). W e  this might be disconcerting to ideologues and unsettling to the 

cuIturai and political elite, it speaks to the fluid nature of democratic society. Joyce 

(1995) dudes to the networked community in recognizing that "the electronic text is 

always a fonun even in isolation, teeming with multiple voices, surprising vistas, exotic 

sotmds, or the possibility ofthem" (p. 125). 

My point is not to argue the particular nature of the community that informs the 

political process, but rather to affirm the importance of the process to the community. 

"Just as virtuai communities are understood as having the attributes of "real" 

communities, so ''real'' commMes can be seen to depend on the imaginary: what makes 

a community vital to its members is their treatment of the communications as meaningful 

and important" (Poster, 1997, p.7). With hypertext, students can engage the accepted 

order in an individualIy constructed and meanin@ way. History as dogma gives way to 

history as interpretation, and d e r  narratives, once m a r m e d ,  gain a voice in the 

public forum. As social studies teachers, this is a conversation we must keep open as it 

questions the stmctwes of power and reafhms the democratic process. "Hypertext Links 

are no less than the trace of such questions, a conversation with structure. Like the 

conversation of our teaching, it is authentically concerned with consciousness rather than 

infomation, with creating knowIedge rather than the mere ordering or preservation of the 

knom'' (Joyce, 1995, p. 95). 

In the contemporary classroom with its range of diversity, hypertext promises "an 

incrediiIe personahtion of learning, a radical democrabtion of 'textbooks' that 

allows every d e n t  to waIk an individual path" (lanham, 1993, p. 10). At every point it 

aIIows the student to be seI£-dficient for idiomation., abIe to access the background 



idionnation needed to understand the issue. Appropriate reading levels could be 

individually selected, learning assistance can be made avaiIable by utilizing hypertext's 

audio-vhaI capabiIities, glossaries, and interactive texts. This in turn could help address 

the problems inherent in placing students in 'higher' and 'lower' streams - a practice 

somewhat at odds with the democratic intentions of social studies. 

Technopolv and Technorealism 

Historically the mass media has played an important role in the poIitica1 process. 

The printing press, radio, and television facilitated the commhcation and spreading of 

ideas thought to be fundamental to modern democracy. While these media contniuted to 

the undermining of authoritarian control, they are essentially methods of 

information and a s  such they are also potentidy methods of control. While "Nelson, 

Miller, and almost a l l  authors on hypertext who touch upon the political implications of 

hypertext assume that the technology is essentiaily democratking and that it therefore 

supports some sort of decentrake6 liberated existence" (Landow, 1992, pp. 32-33), 

others, like Neil Postman are less certain. 

In Technop~&~ Postman (1993) traces the historic deveIopments that have been 

significant in dtering our reIationship to our tools. Mindfirl that the use of technology 

often has unintended consequences, Postman argues that we are now more shaped by 

than shapers of technology. In this, technology is not neu- for even if we were to 

argue that we can take contiol of it, the question is who are the we that are to take 

control? ElIul(1980), reflecting on the idea that, as in the past, it is we the people as 

represented by the state concluded, "this state, d e d  by the technoIogid imperative and 

no other, must unavoidabLy create a society that wflI be a hundred times more oppressive 

... a state Cpdified to dominate technology can only be made up oftechnickis!" @. 135). 

Postman (1993) does not pretend to have a soIution to technoIopid dekmhism, 

instead, to counter the forces of Techn~poly~ he puts his trust in schools and a d d u m  



% which all subjects are presented as a stage in hmxmityts historical development" (pp. 

198-199), a kind of testament to the 'ascent of humanity'. His recommendations stress 

the need to make connections so that students are better enabled to %demand the 

relationships between our technics and our social and psychic worlds, so that they may 

begin informed conversations abollt where technology is taking us now" @. 198). In this 

view, he is not alone. Over 2100 people have put their name to a document whose 

principles are based on the conviction that the current tide of technologicai 

trandiormation needs to be critically addressed and understood in historic terms, Titled 

"Technorealism9', the document purports to represent the middle ground between 

"techno-utopianism" and "neo-Luddirm". Its eighth basic principle is as follows: 

In a world driven by the flow of information, the interfaces - and the underlying 

code - that make information visible are becoming enormously powerful socia1 

forces. Understanding their strengths and btati0ns7 and even participating in 

the creation of better took, should be an important part of being an involved 

citizen. These tools affect our Jives as much as laws do, and we should subject 

them to a simiIar d e m d c  scrutiny. (Technoreatism, p. 3) 

In "Information Technofogy and Civic Education" Richard Diem (1997) writes: 

The civics classroom offers a laboratory to counter Postman's fears. Where else can one 

learn the possibilities of increasing democratic participation through the use of interactive 

technoIogies? Where eise can one see and use the late-twentieth-century form of town 

meeting - the Internet - to discuss and debate current political and social issues not only 

m one's own community but throughout the world?" @. 97). 

The most efficacious htemet struggIes have indeed intersected with red 

struggles, as campaigns to free political prisoners, to boycotts of corporate projects, to 

d politid struggIes. ExampIes abound; in Amtm?wes in CyberspaceF DougIas 

KeIIner (1997) observes that many politid otgmikations are using the Internet to 

advance their struggles and to connect people with red world issues- The CIean Clothes 

Campaign, a movement started by Dutch women m 1990 in support of Filipino garment 



workers has supported strikes throughout the world, exposing exploitive working 

conditions. In 1997, activists involved in Korean workers strikes and the Merseyside 

dock strike in England used websites to gain internatiod solidarity* . ..Such networking 

links labor, feminist,. ecological, peace, and other progressive groups providing the basis 

for a new politics of alliance and solidarity" @. 9). 

T h e  Internet is thus a contested terrain, used by Left, Right, and Center to 

promote their own agendas and interests. The political battles of the fimne may well be 

fought in the streets, factories, parliaments, and other sites of past struggIe, but aU 

politicd struggle is already mediated by media, computer, and information technologies 

and will increasingly be so in the *en (Kellner, 1997, p. 10). SociaI studies teachers 

have a vested interest in the politics and culture of the future and should welcome access 

to the avenues by which it may be explored. These are the avenues through which an 

authentic, active, and meaningfd curriculum can be brought into the classroom. The 

hypertext environment encourages individuals to Link to topics and issues in potentially 

meaningfur ways. In socia1 studies, the f'undamental issues of civil society can be 

experienced and subjected to critical consideration. 

Makina Connections 

It is worth considering an example of the kinds of connections that can be made 

between educators and civil society. h an otherwise cautious article on the use of 

technology on education, T h e  Handwriting on the Wd: Resisting TechnoglobaIism's 

Assadt on Education", Langdon Wmer writes of the experience of an arts and Iiteracy 

project, the "Ark' in a poor district in Troy, N.Y. The Ark began as a community 

minded project intended to bring a meaningfur culturat experience to the poor, but in 

I994 a group of  professors and students fiom a Polytechnic Institute used grant money to 

c o ~ e c t  the Adr to the World Wide Web. They instded computers and modems and 

taught the boys and girIs the ETML programming language that is used to create 

intaactive pages on the Web. With these tools in hand, the kids put together a Web site 



filled with their photos, drawings, poems, biographies, and editorial comments. As part of 

the plan, the RPI team created a regional network . . .co~me&g the mainly Mican- 

American and Latino children ofthe Ark to students at two mainly white suburban 

schools. At special workshops, the chiIdren of the Ark taught their suburban colleagues 

how to write their own Web pages. Another event involved planning a dinner for 

homeless people in Troy. 

The teachers involved with the Ark liken their work to that of building an ark, 

much Like Noah's, to help chiIdren "get through the storm to a better place." In their 

view the computers fit in the same category as the kiIns, wheels, books, art materials, and 

countIess hours of volunteer time people have donated over the years. "AU are pieces of 

a vessel at sail on perilous seas, one that tries to buoy youngsters who have so much 

stacked against them with a sense that they are competent, creative, and important" 

( W i i  1997, p. 9). 

Winner (1997) argues that what is important about the Ark is not the technology 

but the practice that exemplifies what Pado Freire, in his classic work, Pehgogy of the 

Oppressed, called "giving voice to the voiceless" @. 10). [n this he is in agreement with 

Paul Starr (1996) who in "Computing Our Way to EducationaI Reform" writes: 

"UItimateIy, the qualities of education that we care most about are not technological; they 

are matters of educational phiIosophy and practice and in turn depend on broader morai 

and politicd judgements. In thinking about education, we ought not to be preoccupied 

with computers at d, and ifthe technological transition is successfid, we will not be, 

Because of aII they make possible, we must make computers part of education. Then 

they should 'disappear'" @. 24). 

Pahaps this is what Dewey meant when he wrote %at insofir as  a too1 redy 

fimctiom as a tool, it, in a m a ~ e r  of speaking, hides itselfin its fimction" (quoted in 

Blacker, 1994, p. 5). Certainly this has been our experience with the hypertext medium 

as advances m its 'user-friendhessp make it increasindy more capabIe of taking the 

mind to other things. This makes it a pow& medium for social action and a promising 

vehicIe for educational reform Here fhatEy is a a1 that affords the opportunity to 



support learning as a uniquely individual experience. In social studies it is particularly 

promising as a means by which students can explore the richness ofthe human 

experience as active participants in the journey, free to make connections. 
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